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Saddam: nuclear, chemical capability still there
NEW YORK (AP) --- Iraqi President Saddam Flussein was quoted
as saying Monday that the missiles
Iraq has been firing at Israel and
Saudi Arabia could he harnessed to
nuclear, chemical or biologi,- al
warheads.
•A
Saddam. tt.1 att
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WORLD
SovieL
soldiers today shot and %k ounded
a Lithuanian, apparently a draft
evader, as he attempted to flee a
military checkpoint, a LithuaMan government spokesman
said.

STATE
FRANKFORT, K.
Kentucky National Guard
ambulance unit has been mobilized in support of Operation
Desert Storm, Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson announced Monday.
Detachment One of the 199t
Medical Company .based in
Jacksonville, Fla. will report to
the Frankfort Aririory on Friday.

SPORTS
LAKE WALES, Ha. -- Red
Grange,' foothalLs "Galloping
Ghost" whose blazing speed
catapulted the game to frontpage headlines, died at a hospital alter a lengthy illness. lie
was 87. Grange. who had beer,
hospitalized since July and on
the critical list for a week, died
of complications from pneumonia about 3 a.m.- EST.

I3USINESS
WASHINGTON -- Despite
robust 0.7 percent increase in
December, Americans' incomes
failed to keep up with inflation
last year, government figures
showed. The Commerce Department Monday said incomes
grew 6.0 percent during 1990.

FORECAST
Occasional rain is forecast for
tonight, possibly changing to
freezing rain or sleet toward
•
dawn.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.6, -0.4 below 314.6, -2.0
Barkley Lake
354.6, -0.4 below 322.0, -0.7
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Subscribers who traTE--.i46
receised their home-delisered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular oMce hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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Troops of the 101st Airborne Division from Fort Campbell are shown
wearing gas masks during a recent chemical alert at their staging

point in the Saudi desert as they await transport to a location along
the border with Iraq.

(Cont d on page 2)

Buckingham lands new MSU position
"Buckingham has an excellent
reputation throughout the state and
region for his work in the area of
Establishing Murray State Uni- economic and workforce development," according to MSU Provost
versity as the region's center for
economic development assistance James L. Booth. "This renevied
is the goal of fviSU's new coordi- emphasis on business, industry and
nator for Economic Development government liaison reflects the uniActivities, Robert "Buddy" versity's commitment to service
throughout the region."
Buck Ingham.
Backingbam assumed the duties - MSU wants to be recognized by
0: this office at the beginning of business owners and governments
January when MSU established an in its service area, Buckingham
Office of Economic Development said, as a place where they can
within the Center for Continuing seek assistance with problems they
Education and Academic Outreach. might have in developing their o‘An
By MARY LAYTON

Murray Ledger & Times Soot Writer

busiiiesses
The university has been get: tog
more an rniire rd,:rnands from the
region's bsinesses and :nduNtr.L.,.
and from ,kical governments
demanding more services in ek.onornic development. he said.
Amonc the services of the new
Of lice of hoinomic Development
wi.! he to conduct iraimng progfold
rams tor empIosees
(cremes and seir..nars to drdate
people in local
tries and go.,:rturent; to
needs in their fields. he sari
The office 'Aid -create more vt,

will kno..s that Nl.,rra' State JN
interested in serving the:r needs,Buckingham said.
A life-long resident of NIurray.
Buckingham has served as president of the local economic doelopment corporation since 1983. He
'
credits his
corporation for ;
his backgroun.i
development.
lhe work I did with the ec.
nomic development cor7-r-,Ln7 ' •
(Cont'd on page 2)

Robert Buckingham
Assumes MSU spot

Totals from Murray's census
bumped up by second count

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
deepening domestic crisis in the
Soviet Union and the Persian Gulf
war _could cQalicate efforts to
pick a new date for talks between
President Bush and Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
The meeting that had been set
for Moscow on Feb. 11-13 was put
off "by mutual agreement" on
Monday. although it was apparent
the United States had sought the
postponement largely due to its
involvement in the gulf conflict.
Secretary of State James A. Baker Ill and the ,new Soviet foreign

30,031 residents in 1980 to approximately 30,735 in 1990 for a 2.3
percent increase.
Those numbers "arc certainly
better than the original numbers"
released on the city and county earlier this year, which indicated
jumps of about 113 and 70 for the
county and city respectively
according to Murray Tourism Commission Public Relations Director
Anne Adams.
The new numbers place Murray
as the state's 23rd largest city.
down from number 22 last year.
although Murray's population
increased.
Adams said she is pleased with
the new numbers, especially after
early predictions concerning the
count.
"The original prediction for Calloway County is that we would
actually lose people this year,"
Adams said.
Most of the increase in population can be attributed to the city's
number one retirement rating
"The
vflpft
h.sk'Ai
bulk of those people (moving to
Murray) probably came in 1988,
the first full year of the designation," Adams said
That retirement rating, however,
dropped earlier this fall.
Both Marshall and Trigg counties showed substaintial gains in
census numbers, rising in population by 6.1 and 10.4 percent
respectively.

(Cont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page 2)

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

The number of new Murray residents counted in the U.S. Census
Bureau's preliminary tally last
August was more than doubled by
a second count, according to final
tabulations by census officials.
Murray has grown by approximately 191 residents during the last
ten years, according to the bureau,
a 1.3 percent increase.
Numbers for Calloway County
also indicate a rise of 704 residents, a total that went from around

Deepening crisis
in Soviet Union,
Gulf complicate
summit efforts

The Murray-Calloway County Playhouse in the Park has announced that seven plays will be performed at
the 3rd annual West Kentucky Playwrights' Festival. Pictured abose are the seen playwrights, along with
Kathryn Ballard Valentine, interim director of the Playhouse; and Gary Hunt. dean of Murray State University's College of Fine Arts and Communication, the co-sponsor of the festisal. Pictured, front from left,
are Jason Woods, Tracy Persine, Constance Alexander, Becky Reynolds and James Carpenter. In back
are Kathryn Ballard Valentine, Robert Valentine, Dan Fitistephens and Gary Hunt.

Playwrights' selections announced
- —
Seven plays written by local
residents will be performed at the
Murray-Calloway County Playhouse in the Park during its 3rd
Annual West Kentucky Playwrights' Festival April 19-21 and
26-28.
This year's plays and playwrights are as follows: "The Pain
of Roast Pork," by Constance Alexander; "Patients," by James Carpenter; "Kidney Punch," by Dan
Fitzstephens; "Out of Tune," by

Tracy Pervine; "Die Like a Dog in
the Middle of the Road," by Becky
Reynolds; "The Death and Resurrection of James Robert Figgers,"
by Robert Valentine; and "The
Statue," by Jason Woods.
The playwrights' festival will
feature one-act plays, a 10-minute
play, and a full-length, three-act
drama. The yonigest playwright is
Pervine, an eighth grader at Murray'
MiddleSchool.
Kathryn Ballard Valentine, inter-

im director of Playhouse in the
Park, announced that three of the
seven plays will be featured in a
special performance at Kentucky
Center for the Arts in Louisville.
The plays by Alexander, Pervine
and Valentine will be performed
along with the others in Murray in
April, and then will travel to the
McX Theatre at Kentucky Center
for the Arts for performances in
(Cont'd on

•
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Saddam...
Cont'd from page 1)
pray Mat no', a
be shed from any nation, we
tray that we shall be not be forced
ir taking a forced measure."
White House deputy press sec'nary Roman Popadiuk said the
Bush administration had no reacto Arnett's report.
Arnett. one of the few Western
..rrespondents left in Baghdad.
‘ke by phone with CNN in the
tet.1 States after the interYlev1 he
took place in a bangalow in
dtdad. Saddam as last interAed b% a U.S. ne:work .corres.
,ndent or. No% :5. Arnett's
:Iorts are s,:7eened by Iraqi
. nsors.
-I asked would you use chemiweapons in a land war in
He responded, 'We will
e the weapons that will be equit'e to the weapons used agains: us
v our enemies,— Arnett said.
Did that mean Saddam wou:d
!TivTr: US!7‘2 ChCril!C11 At:1:S

use

mei
•

Ton Herndon
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have 'questioned whether they
could equip their Scud missiles
with such weapons.
As for nuclear weapons, some in
the West believed Iraq was just a
year or two from developing atomic warheads. But the U.S. military
says its recent bombing has obliterated Iraq's nuclear network.
Saddam refused to comment
specifically. on whether Iraq had
dumped millions of barrels of oil
into the gulf, as others have
reported. But he said oil could he
used as a weapon: If Iraq uses oil
in self-defense, including in the
sea. they would be Justified in taking such action." Arnett quoted
h:m as sang.
Saddam attacked •*hypocritical
Wcs:crn poliacans- who he said
concinced him last tall that if he let
!oreigners go there would be peace.
Arnett said Iraq allowed most
foreigners to lease by December.
Arnett quoted Saddam as saying.
"If we had kept these 5,000 hostages here. would Bush have
bombed Baghdad.'"
A7T1L''.I said he was unexpectedly
s',.mmoned to a meeting with a high
offi-a: and then was taken to a
sT.Lhang.iow In suburban Baghuad He sa!d he waited about an
1%1 S1,1.17:1 arrised
The
.
.1ho..t 90 minutes.
.sing the captured
Saddam said
'ned

IF YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
WORK,
AND COULDN'T
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
YOUR INCOME?
you re not sure and wouid like a FREE
CONSUl TAT!ON

-4-INSURANCE CENTER ea
Sycamore St.

OF MURRAY

753-8355

We Want To Be
Your Place!
* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Count,' Ham Breakfast Special Sat. & Sun
* Lunch Buffet - Mon thru
Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 11:30 a.m. 'til 2 p.m - 0* $3.95
'53-808C - PVt Party Roan AvaliaDie

=

allied nations.
When asked how long he
thought the war would last. Sad dam said: "Only God knows. Iraqis will will win the admiration of
the world with their fighting
prowess."Lots of blood Wril be shed,
blood on every side -- American.
French, Saudi blood and Iraqi.'
Arnett quoted him as saying.
"I asked him what message he
hoped would come through in the
interview," Arnett said.
His reply, according to Arnett:
"I wish the Americans well and
pray. none of their sons will die and
that all the people of Iraq are grateful to noble souls in America
demonstrating against the war, in
France, in Germany. in Spain and
all others"
Saddam said he had no doubt
whether Iraq would win. - Not
even one in a million."
As for Iraq using planes that
have flown to Iran. Iraq's bitter
enemy. during eight years of war.
Saddam said. "in all circumstances. we respect the decisions
and regulations of -the state of
Iran,' according to Arnett.
Asked if the planes would he
used again. Saddam said. "each
Case :n its own circumstance.Allied Officials have said as
many as 100 Iraqi planes haYe
flown to H.- which has promised
until the war's
to innn„ .
end

Buckingham...
(Cont'd from page 1)
last seven or eight years really
wetted my appetite. I had become
fairls involved in activities at the
state level and in the region., too,”
Buckingham said.
A 1955 graduate of NISU, Buckngham received his bachelor's of
sc-ienee degree in business admi-Hstrat,on He spent nine years.
460-1969, in accounting anclengi.._'cr.ng a: thc :orner [appunCornif Mii lie served in, pribus,:less :70T, ]`!tS-1491) rn
said that MSL
to he recogniied as the reg.
uremost source of help" in
',Lc area of economic development.
He encourages indiyiduals from
ar,y bus.ness. industry., agency or
goYernment to contact the Office of
Economic Deselopment a:
24220 lf they have questions.

"WINNING
COMBINATIONS"
1991 Dodge D-150
•

$100 Over Invoice
Plus $1,500 Rebate

Stk. *100002

1991 Plymouth
Acclaim

441i1464

$100 Over Invoice
Plus $500 Rebate

Playwrights...

Zea discusses
proposed 1-66
with chamber;
elections near

(Cont'd from page 1)
Louisville on May 31 and June 1
Becky Reynolds, artistic director
of the playwrights' festival and
dramaturg in residence at the Murray community theater, explained
that approximately 16 dramatic By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Stall Writer
pieces were submitted to this year's Murray Lodger II Times
fon% al.
During the regular monthly
"This is only our third year of meeting of the Murray-Calloway
operation, and participation in the County Chamber of Commerce
playwrights' group and the quality
Monday evening, Steve Zea, execuof the work submitted has tive vice president of the chamber,
increased dramatically in that short discussed the proposed constructime," she said.
tion of Interstate Route 66 South,
Reynolds is particularly gratified
for which $1,275,000 has been
at the enormous success the festival appropriated from the congressionhas achieved in iust three years. al budget. A corridor feasibility
She identioned that two plays from study. is currently underway for the
the 1989 and 1990 festivals have project. The interstate has been
been published by prestigious pub- referred to as a "landbridge across
lishing companies, and one of the America." The study will be complaywrights has received grants pleted in approximately 18 months.
from the Kentucky Arts Council
Zea said the interstate would
and Kentucky Foundation for
Women as a result of work she consist of six lanes and could accoproduced for last year's play- modate a super train which could
travel across the country 200 plus
wrights' festival.
miles per hour, in addition to a
"The opportunity to take three of pipeline used to transport water to
our plays to Kentucky Center for places where water is not as accesthe Arts is an exciting new deve- sible. "1-66 could stand on its own
lopment for the festival," Reynolds merits,- Zea said.
said. She credits the interest of
The 50-mile corridor would cenKCA Executive Director Mario
ter
in Bowling Green, Columbia,
Louisville
perBurt for making the
Somerset, London, Hazard, Jenkins
formances possible.
The West Kentucky Playwrights' and Pikeville in Kentucky.
It is hoped the design will bring
Festival was established in 1988 as
Route
66 through West Kentucky
a mean!: of providing support and
near
Murray.
-encouragement • to...aspiring playwrights from the western portion of
In other business the members:
the state. In the past, playwrights
Reported on the results of
from Calloway, Graves, McCrack- Tim Swift, a consultant, who visen and Trigg counties, as well as ited and evaluated Murray for
Henry County, Tenn., were
what he thought were potentially
involved.
the best sources for economical
development. Chamber President
Plays for the festival were cast
and directed by other area theaters, Sam Parker said Swift felt the lakes
themselves, not the land between
including Purchase Players, Market
the lakes offered the best opportunHouse Theatre, Murray State Uniity to draw' tourism through private
versity. and Bellarrnine College.
development. The lakes could pro"The West Kentucky Playvide national name recognition. In
wrights' Festival is a uniquetlabororder to reap the full benefits of the
atory for new' playwrights.' said
lakes area, the possibility of corn
Reynolds, who is also a professionhining the efforts of Calloway
al actress, playwright and movie
Ind Istarstralt-enunty -was
..2IVOTYrc:-runty
idditiori-to
tirif:"iri
ment with-the festival. She credits suggested. Interested individuals
have already pledged approximateActors Theatre of Louisville for
ly 55.000.
laying the groundwork for the .festi
val more than three years ago.
--- Announced that the Air Prowhen it presented a workshop at
symposium sponsored in conJucts
the .Murray community theater on
with the Murray State
junction
writing 10-minute plays.
University College of Science was
Actors Theatre continues-v sup- a suCcess with more than 200 perport the festival by providite dra- sons. attending. The symposium
maturg, Michael Dixon,KATL's was held in order to acquaint interartistic director. Dixon attends the asted businesses and corporations
annual festival and provides feed, with environmental regulations.
hack to the playwrights. lie has
-- Commented that the Schoolalso been instrumental in circulatBusiness Partnership Training
ing the festival plays to suitable
showed steadfast commitment and
publishers.
was growing steadily in number of
Under the sponsorship of Ken- businesses participating.
tucky Arts Council, Reynolds has
-- Informed the members that
conducted a regular schedule of
in the Park, scheduled
Springtime
workshops for aspiring West,.Kenwas coming along
for
April
13,
lucky playwrights for the last three
efforts
of the Communthrough
the
years. MSU's College of Fine Arts
Volunteers. The
Improvement
ity
and Communication is the cochamber discussed intentions of
sponsor of the 1991 festival.
improving awareness of the beautiFor more information -about the fication of city and county parks,
1991 West Kentucky Playwrights' and to raise the awareness of the
Festival, contact Playhouse in the' needs of Calloway County Parks,
Park at (502) 759-1752.
such as raising funds to make physical improvements to maintain the
facilities.

Firemen respond

to vehicle fire
The
rray Fire Department
responded to a car fire at the WalMart parking lot Monday around
2:31 p.m., according to a deparLnent spokesperson.
The fire, which began under the
,ar's dashboard, was contained to
:he motor and extinguished with
!,0oster, according to the report.

- - Reminded_ members that the
five-member board election process
will begin in February. culiminate
in March and the new' members
will actually serve in April.
- Told members Bruce Ingles,
vice president of domestic operations at Fisher Price, has located in
Murray, and will be arriving in
town around mid- February,
according to plant officials.
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Two Murray youths have been
taken into custody and charged in
connection with a rash of, burglaries that occurred this weekend.
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
The two are charged with Ifive
counts of third degree burglary and
five counts of criminal mischief.
polite said. Thy were lodged in
the McCracken County Juvenile
Facility.
The two youths were scheduled
to appear in Juvenile Court this
morning, police said.
4
The burglaries occurred at Carter
Elementary, Murray Middle, Nlurray Middle's Austin Building.
Robertson Elementary and the First
Presbyterian Church at. 16th and
Main streets sometime between
Friday' evening and Sunday' morning, police said.
Other arrests are forthcoming
concerning these break-ins, police
said.

Murrayan faces
forgery charge
A Murray man has been arrested
and charged with forgery after he
allegedly faked and -cashed four
checks on Dec. 15, according to a
report from the Murray Police
Department.
Jason W. Davis. 18, of Rt. 3.
Murray, -is being held on a S6,000
cash bond at the Calloway County
Jail on second degree forgery'
charges, police said.
The checks were reportedly written on Bette Davis' Peoples Bank
account, police said.

Summit-efforts...

6 Oceanfront Hotels
Ask about our
• Recreation Program
• Golf & Honeymoon
Packages

Two youths face
charges stemming
from burglaries

(Cont'd from page 1)
Graves County, as well as all
other Jackson Purchase counties
save Calloway, Marshall and
McCracken, reported losses in people during the last ten years. The
biggest fall came in Ballard County, which reportedly lost 10.2 percent of its residents.
Tennessee neighbors also
reported a fall during the last -ten
years. Census figures from Henry
County recorded a 2.8 percent drop
while the population in Paris has
fallen by 12.7 percent.

OPEN EVERY DAY
$100 Over Invoice
Plus $500 Rebate

Z.C. Enix of Murray has been
appointed to the Publicity Committee of the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway Development Authority'
by Governor Ray Mabus of Mississippi, chairman of the authority for
1991.
In announcing his appointment
of Enix to his committee, Gov.
Mabus said "You can be pleased
with the trade and economic development already generated by the
Tenn-Tom." However, he pointed
out that much remains to be
accomplished. "By working
together on a regional basis, we
will be able to capture the growth
potential Tenn-Tom offers our
state," he said.
The authority is the regional
sponsor of the waterway, responsible for Vomotion and marketing of
the waterway and its impacted region. Enix was named to serve as a
member of the board of this multistate organization in 1974.
The Publicity Committee's
responsibilities include developing
the most effective means of promoting the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway and its assets for economic growth and trade. These
promotional efforts are developed
in concert with those plans of the
individual states and local communities. Brochures, marketing
films and other sources of information about the waterway are made
available to the public at no cost.
The Tennessee Tombigbee
Waterway Development Authority
is a multi-state compact consisting
of the states of Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi and Tennessee,
authorited by the U.S. Congress in
1958 to promote development oi
the Icnn-Torn Waterway

Murray's census...

Stk. *100237

1991 Dodge Spirit

Enix named
to publicity
committee for
the Tenn-Tom

I
ZIP

1
Oceans Eleven Resorts L____
2025 South Atlantic Avenue Daytona Beach Shores, FL32118

(Cont'd from page 1)
minister, Alexander A. Bessmertnykh, meet at the State Department
today for a third day of discussions
before Bessmertnykh returns to
Moscow.
A statement read Monday in
English by Baker and in Russian
by Bessmertnykh said, ''The gulf
war makes it inappropriate for
President Bush to be away from
Washington."

s,

•
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Changing
Times
The Kiplinger Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
This will he a disappointing year for
most home sellers and a lousy year for
the rest. A towering inventory of new
homes will help keep prices flat, and
sonic areas will experience price
declines.
Appreciation rates should improve
gradually over the next several years.
says Robert I). Barr. the National
Association of Realtors'(NAR)director of forecasting. But even the normally optimistic • NAR expects the
national median price increase for existing homes to he a meager 1.5 percent
for 1991. !fere are the prospects, region
by region:
Northeast:
It'll he another had year, with median
prices for existing homes staying flat or
going down as much as 4 percent in
some areas. Housing starts are off 60
percent from their 19X6 peak, hut
ewes, houses remain unsold, says
managing
economist Sara Johnson. New -home
values should ris'e only slightly'.
In Boston, where condominiums can
sit for a year without selling, buyers
will continue to he scarce. In the New
York City area, houses dumped on the
market as corporations flee will exacerbate already sex etc problems. In
Concord, N.11., foreclosures are up.
Bank sales of repossessed homes

ace
.ming
es

should further depress prices, a cycle estate consulting firm in Columbus.
that could continue as business slumps Ohio, that hears his name. He cites
in New Hampshire.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus and
The picture brightens slightly for New Milwaukee as areas with solid
Jersey and Pennsylvania. which haven't prospects.
But even in Columbus. overbuilding
been hit as hard by the economic downin the buy-up Market has spawned aucturn. Even so, homeowners in Newark
tions and buyer incentives. St. Louis
can expect a small loss (home prices
suffers from a glut of upscale houses,
dropped 10 percent in parts of New
and buyers there should be able to drive
Jersey last year). Homeowners in
tough bargains in 1991. Prices for
Philadelphia face a 2 percent decline
homes, of which there are fewer
starter
after a nearly 6 percent loss last year.
for sale, will be more stable.
Mid and South Atlantic:
Southwest:
Prices will stay flat almost all the way
Homeowners can expect modest
despite
a
healthy
down the East Coast,
recovery
after several dismal years. The
long-term economic outlook in the
southwestern
states in general and
region. Many major cities, such as
from
Atlanta. are oyerbuilt.. Median prices of Texas in particular will benefit
relatively
cheap
office
space
and
housexisting homes should rise no more
ing, which will attract new businesses.
than a few percentage points. Atlanta's
New-home appreciation in Texas may
future will brighten as the city gears up
be
a healthy 5 percent thi,s year, says
for the 1996 Olympics. Richmond will
Beth Burnham Mace, a senior
continue to he soft. Weak buyer interest
economist with DRI-McGraw-Hill. In
there, as elsewhere, has sparked longer
the Dallas-Ft. Worth area as well as in
mardirect
use
of
increased
listings and
.Houston
and Denver, median home
keting instead of classified ads.
'prices
should
be up slightly. New
lessBecause it's an attractive and
Orleans
may
have
its first year of price
expensive alternative to Washington,
increases
since
19147.
D.C., Baltimore could appreciate modMarkets here will be mostly flat. The
estly. Charlotte should also be strong.
West should benefit from job and popThe east coast of Florida, because it
ulation growth, but housing prices are
draws many buyers from moribund
still
out of line with incomes. California
New England and New York. will sufwill
be soft on average, with declines in
fer. The Gulf Coast could fare better
coastal cities -- even San Francisco. In
the
buyers
from
more
attracts
because it
Los Angeles there have been as few as
Midwest, where they are likely to be
two buyers for every 15 listings. says
quickly.
able to sell their homes more
Gordon T. Carey, a branch sales manMidwest:
ager with Coldwell Banker in
This is the most stable region in the Woodland Hills, Calif.
country, where automakers and other The Pacific Northwest will be hurt by
manufacturers are helped by the weaker California's fallout. Seattle in particular
iollar. Several of the year's strongest was already hitting the wall as 1990
housing markets could be here, says. drew to a close. Portland. however,
Kenneth Daniel., president of a real should remain upbeat, with a possible 3

o 5 pert ent
One alre:1 V. her(' growth Is likely 1,,
(.0111 1/111(' 11 1 law .111 I iunsm there Lou
nnue, ft) fuel an already strong coin
omy
Mortgages could he tougher to get in
1991. par-titularly for first time home
buyers Lenders responding to regula
tory pressures will he the( king credit
histories and lob security more t an
fully and demanding higher dow.n pay
ments A Changing Times surtet If
Century 21 and Colchkell Banker real
estate brokers in 251 S citie, confirms
that lenders in SI Orne 1. ities are shying
away from 5 per cut d•iwii payment,
Ten percent will he moire common, par
Ocularly in the trade up market. In addi
lion. expected changes in MIA rules
will increase the amount of cash needed
to close an HIA-msured II,an by ah•itit
10 to 20 percent (5560 on a ¶b5.( 00
mortgage with 10 percent down and
percent in closing costs). The rules also
add a monthly insurance premium of
roughly S25.
Those changes wilt he partly /tt set h>
sellers' willingness to pay a greater
share of closing costs Allow antes Orr
repairs and upgrades are also hecoming
more common. Builders will he wheel
ing and dealing. too.
In some cases buyers will he helped
by new financing options .Ns the spring
buying season nears. buyers may get
additional relief from lower mortgais
rates. During the first six mlinths of the
year, long-term rates shirul(1 111s e
between 9.75 and lp percent hecause , •
oil prices and foreign demand,h,r hi
rates of return.
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1990 Chrysler 5th Ave.
V-6, Completely Loaded. 11,000 miles

1990 Honda Civic Wagon
5 Speed, AM:FM, AC, Local 1 -Owner 6.500 Miles.

1989 Plymouth Voyager
4 Cyl., Auto, AC, 7 Passenger, ALUM, Local Van

1989 Dodge Colt
4 Cyl . 4 Speed, Local 1-Owner, Good Gas Mileage

1989 Dodge Conversion Van

Speed, AC. AMT.* 19,000 Mlles Like New.

1989 Dodge 0-100
V-8 Auto. A C, Topper 2-Tone, Paint, Local 1-Owner

V-6, Auto, A/C, AVM, Tool Box

1988 Chevy S-10 Club Cab
4 Cyl., 4 Speed. Radio, Blue.

We're liquidating our entire '90 inventory!
\I-very single item, with sacrificial, profit-starved discounts!

1988 Jeep Wrangler
6 Cyl., Hard Top, Auto, Nice
MI5OM

f

1988 Nissan 4x4

.4*
ft." AFL'
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4-Drawer
Chest

$77'.30
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Tables
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1988 Jeep Wrangler
Sharp, 6 Cyl., Hard Top, AC Wheels, Running Boards
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,
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4 Cy', 5 Speed, ALUM, Short Box, Local 1-Owner.
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1988 Dakota
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Recliner
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1988 Dodge D-100
All Wood

.tedly writ)plcs Bank
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Velvet
Swivel Rocker
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V-8, Auto, AC, USK Short Box, Chrome Wheels.

Bunkbed Complete

4.
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4 Cyl., Auto, AM/FM,_

41

V-6,

50

4 Cyl, 5 Speed, AJC, AM/FM, Tn. Truck, 1-Owrier.
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1987 Ford Bronco 4x4
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1987 Jeep Cherokee Pioneer
Tltl, Cruise, 6 Cyl, Auto, A/C, AWN, 37,000 mlles.
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Auto, AM.FM, Long Wheel Base, 2-Tone Paint 'Local 1 -Owner

1987 Dodge D-50

00

Avail in blue. & pine
I.

4,

1.1411111WF:

5-Piece Trestle
Dinette

,

Cruise, 28,000 Mlles, Local 1-Owner.

1988 Dodge Dakota

Your choice
of colors

.sA99

7

Speed, At, AWN, Chrome Wheels, Local 1-Owner.

4 Cyl., 5 Speed, AVIA, Short Box, Local 1-Owner

1$39o0

Twin • Full • Queen • King

t

Pine Finish
Storage Tables

ay Police

4- +

5

1988 Dodge Dakota

HOTEL-MOTEL
BEDDING

aces

The gulf
)priate for
away from

5 Speed. Windows Locks Cassette Alloy Wheels
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*INVENTORY
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vlonday in
in Russian

1990 Plymouth Laser RS

1989 Dodge D-50

Of Entire 1990
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BessmertDepartment
discussions
returns to

V-6, Power Windows, Locks, Program Car, Loaded.

1989 Dakota 4x4
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ercent drop
Paris has

1990 Dodge Dynasty L.E.

5 Speed, Windows, Locks, Tin, Cruise, Local 1-Owner.

-n the Mur-

:d at Carter
MurBuilding.
id the First
16th and

Milli

V-8, Auto, 22,000 Miles, 1-Owner.
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have been

scheduled
Court this

Large Selection Of Loca
Pre-Owned Cars

1989 Dodge Daytona Turbo

charged in

with Ifive
irglary and
I mischief.
lodged in
Juvenile

TIRED OF
LOOKING AT
AUCTION
CARS?

Outlook for home prices differ across country

GrOUp

West Side of Ward Elkins
Court Square • Murray, Ky • 753-4872

Visa
MC
Discover
Layaway

202 So f)th Street •

'qo Days Same As Cash With Approved Credit

/

PEPPERS
0
Dc`Trutoic

Jeep
Eagle

Plymouth

"Whatever it takes, we want to be
your car or truck company."
2400 East Wood St., Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-345-3821
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Super Bowl can't (usually) beat Mozart

Democrats praying a little harder
CHANTILLY, Va. (AP) — The
Democrats may be praying.a little
harder than everyone else that the
war in the Persian Gulf will end
soon. Whatever effect bombs are
having on Iraq, they're blowing
apart the party's liberal wing.
A weekend conference of liberal
Democrats in this Washington suburb had been planned as a call to
arms of a different type.
"Our core supporters feel no
passion for our party," Sen. Howard Metrenbaum. D-Ohio, told the
newly formed Coalition for Democrati: Va:ues. -We need you to get
off 'our butts...
•'No more firing squads in circles,- said Lynn Cutler, vice chairwoman of the Democratic National
Committee.
But the Democrats, unable to put
as:de their differences over what is
gong on in the gulf, shot at each
other. agd wiih passion.
Metienbaum, wanting to keep
Inc f.r.;N of the conference on
domestic priorities on which the
Democrats agree. vied the most
mild of statements on the war.
•'We meet here today united
hehind our forces in the Persian
he said. But even that
'•-••):`•! a few h!sses from the

Transcript from a post-Super
Bowl interview with "Main Street"
columnist, Constance Alexander
Interviewer (Breaking open a
bottle of champagne): You gonna
write about this game, or what?
Alexander: Well, no. Not
exactly.
Interviewer: You mean you're
gonna ignore the silver anniversary'
Super Bowl. a Super Bowl that
finally lives up to its name, and
write about something else?
Alexander: I guess I'm going to
have since I didn't watch the game.
Interviewer: But it's the #1
sports event of the year.
Alexander' You have to remember you're talking to a woman who
uses the sports pages to line the
litter.
Intc.rviewer, But both teams were
from New York. I thought you
were from up there.
Alexander: Actually, I'm originally tram New Jersey, which is
where the Giants are actually from
too But even our common roots in
the Garden State weren't enough to
inspire me to watch the Super
Bowl
So you're too good
Ir:. - •

and walking in their shoes and not
in body bags support them less
...?" the black leader said. He also
pointed out that Bush won his war
authority from Congress with the
help of Democratic votes.
But Hyman Bookbinder, former
Washington representative of the
American Jewish Committee.
called on Democrats to support the
campaign to drive Saddam Hussein's army from Kuwait. ''This is
a just war.- he said.
Gephardt, Brown:and Sens. Paul
Simon, Dill.. and Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.. tried to get the
Democrats looking ahead. Assuming the war doesn't last too long,
the nation will again he looking
inward at its domestic problems.
'They're saving, 'Let's change
the subject They have a good
argument on that,- said A'illiarn
Schneider, a scholar at the
conservative-oriented American
Enterprise. Institute who observed
the conference.
When you peeled away the war
bickering, the message of the conference was one of party strength
and assertiveness_ "No more
Dukakises,- Schneider said
:c: :hem define us.
Define them.- said Torn Hark:.
hoas: \o ember bec.a77'.
Derrick ra: ever

• a.N,'fa. edthe

to watch football, is that it?
Alexander: No. It's just that,
well, you know we're in the middle
of a war here, and a football game
seems kind of irrelevant.
Interviewer: Irrelevant, even
though millions of people watched
it
Alexander Different strokes,
you know.
Interviewer: So what did you do
while everyone was tuned in to the
Bills and the Giants? Write the
great American novel or what?
Alexander: Actually, I wrote my
newspaper column for Tuesday'.
Interviewer: For Tuesday'?
Alexander: Yup. It's due first
thing Monday morning, so that's
what I do every Sunday evening.
Interviewer: So you could've
watched the game and written
about it? How- 'bout them Giants?

a r seems to be defln!ne
everybody.
Before the war started,
widely assumed that the he.: thin4
for Bush and the
would be 3 speedy ‘...•tors 1:
may sti., he true
But it also may he :DC7,0.7:,
fee:.ng over the Aar .ntens:!y
Only a few months ago. the
Democrats were f-a'..n good
themselves for heating Bu s h's
efforts to win a cap:tal ga:ns tax
:axe.
cut and a budge:
hardest on the rn.dd,c
That's the battef.eld Democ
ni
A

A

between two football teams.
Interviewer: So who won?
Alexander: Mozart died at 35,
penniless. He was placed in a
pauper's grave.
Interviewer: And the other guy?
Alexander: He went mad.
Interviewer: Sounds like a real
fun story.
Alexander: It was interesting,
paradoxical. At the end, Solieri
claims that he is the patron saint of
mediocrity, although he was considered one of the greatest composers of his age.
Interviewer: And that's it? For
that you missed the Super Bowl?
Alexander: (defensively) Is was
Mozart's birthday, I told you.
Interviewer: You missed a real
cliffhanger of a game. A truly historic event. You think you learned
your lesson?
Alexander: I don't know. The
music in "Amadeus" was really
wonderful.
Interviewer: 19 to 20. Close.
Real close.
Alexander: And the guys from
New Jersey won. Maybe next year
I'll watch. They could do it two
years in a row, don't you think?

ZITateir,

-

,
,)nal
House \I.
i.e.ader Richard Gephardt. b ..! ,
crowd test
I: had to be a dqr.
:ng !or Democrats
the WLIc House in 1,992. and who
see President Bush's conduct of the
war winning 80 percent or more
approval in public opinion polls.
Another trouble sign was apparently renewed antipathy between
two Democratic CON constituencies. blacks and Jews
Jesse Jackson spoke against the
war in strident terms. arid defended
those who opposed Bush's policies
as no' less on the .:de of the
soldiers.
"How can it be that Mose of us
who want to bring them home safe

MAIN
s
g
STREET it
VndensIn't

Alexander: I rented a movie to
watch instead, so I missed the
game.
Interviewer: A movie? It must've
been somthing to do with sports. I
mean, after all, it was Super Bowl
Sunday.
Alexander: Nopc. Not even
"Chariots of Fire."
Interviewer: What was it then?
Alexander: "Amadeus."
Interviewer: Wasn't he that guy
in "Knute Rockne, All American"?
Alexander: No, that was Ronald
Reagan. "Amadeus" is about the
great composer Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart.
Interviewer: A composer. I don't
get it.
Alexander: There's a connection
here, believe me. You see, January'
27, the same day as Super Bowl
Sunday this year. is Mozart's birthday. He was born on that day in
1756.
Interviewer: So?
Alexander: So I thought that
watching a movie about the psychological struggle between two
great composers — Mozart and
Solieri -- would be more interesting than a physical struggle
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Coal counties have tough sell

—

The special session of the General
Assembly' now underway could end
up in a bitter sectional battle that
can ser‘c no other purpose than to
divide region f the state against
one an, Ither,
make matters
wors , the b tile isn't even

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten r.ars ago
Calloway
School Systen•
has been awarded a certificate '
merit for outstanding achieve7.,.'
for efforts in prevention of
related employee accidents
Lisa Ann Goode and
Robert Hussung were marr
2 at Crofton Baptlst
Crofton.
Mr and Mrs Mary
ma7f,ed for f4J years on Fen: 4
Twenty years ago
•
I uddy Gene Rogers and PhH p
D. Williams were inducted intc)
L.S. Army in January draft, ca.
accord:ng to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
executive secretary of Local Board
of Select:se Servtce. They
now :r :rain:ng a: Fr'. , r:
and Mrs. Perry A.,f•r.
e mamed for 69 years on
B

_ported
N1s

Mr and Mrs James Payn,
la- L
- . a 2irl :o Mr and S,17
. Ciar;and. Jar, 22. and a g:ri
V.- and Mn'. Gary Siegmnd.
Jan 24
Thirty years ago
James Garrison. general mana?c'r
Rydr,
president of Western Kentucky
Dairy Products Association at a
mectring held at Fiopkinsv]lie
Recent births reported at Muria\
Hospital include a boy to !/141!
Mrs Billie Gene Garland, a boy
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reed, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. U. McDougal, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Don Van Herck
and girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Vickery.
The Rev. Henry McKenzie is

,sue involves increasing
percent to 25 percent the

AGREE
OR NOT
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall

f arty years ago

6BRAF1FITI
Inc
—

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
•
Births reported incu,..e
a
Mr and Mrs Btlly
J,'
21: a boy to Mr and Mrs. 1.1
McKinney, Jan. 23; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Jackson and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Sublett.
to Mr and
Jan. 24. and 3
1;:r.
fLgh
Murray Trainr-4
neat New ConLord
• .2:.arrp.onsh:p of Ca.loAay (
ii;gh School Basketball I()".
men:. High team scorers we.Bowden for Murray Training a - :
Rowland for New Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bar.,
ancrided Mid-South Horse Sh
dinner held Jan 21 at Jacks,
Tenn
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.. (AP) —
ft:re are Monday's winning
• .7.hers selected by the Ken.. Lottery Pick 3: 8-7-1.

amount of the state severance tax
that is returned to counties where
coal is produced or hauled. The
cost to the state's General Fund
would be about 523 million more a
year.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
included the severance tax return
on the special session's agenda and
some legislative leaders claim the
purpose is to garner votes for Wilkinson's wife in the May Democratic gubernatorial primary. That, of
course, is absolutely true. Every
other major candidate for governor
in both political parties has
endorsed some form of the idea, so
the Wilkinson administration could
take credit for a huge windfall of
tax dollars from Frankfort back to
coal counties — if the governor's
bill is enacted.
Right now, however, that isn4
certain. In fact, a tally last weekly
some House leaders indicated the
bill would have a hard time getting
out of the House or Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committees.
Also, caucuses of members from
Jefferson County, Central and
Northern Kentucky met jointly and
overwhelmingly' opposed returning
more severance tax to coal counties. They represent nearly half the
members of the General Assembly.
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Thus is set up the real possibility
of a legislative fracas that pits coal
county legislators and the governor
against members from other regions of the SlatC.11-iliing seen the
kind of enmity that can develop
over just such divisions, we know
that no one will win if it comes to
a fight on the floor of either
chamber.
Again, the whole thing can be
avoided.
The governor's bill, which is
sponsored and strongly supported
by House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo, does not return any more

A

ON,

5.

severance takto,coal counties until
July 1, 1992 — the beginning of
the next two-year state budget. No
coal county will see a red cent of
the extra 523 million or so until a
new governor is elected and sworn
in and the 1992 regular session of
the General Assembly has met and
enacted a budget.
To wait until 1992, then, to consider and enact an increase` in
tax going back to coal
counties penalizes no one —
except, perhaps, Martha Wilkinson's advertising agency that won't
be able to produce TV ads giving
Wallace Wilkinson credit.
In general, Wilkinson's bill is a
good one. It attaches strings to the
new severance tax funds that don't
now exist and assures that the
money will be used as intended, for
incentives for new industries to
locate in coal counties and for capital projects that will help coal
counties attract needed non-coal
jobs.
The (act is, however, that not
enough legislators from outside the
coal-producing areas of the state
have been convinced the additional
revenues are needed — or even
justified. Too many also are wary
of dipping into the General Fund
when there are expectations that
the next budget will be a tight one,
despite last year's tax increases.
Legislators from the coal counties, therefore have a major ceiling
job that will be difficult, perhaps
impossible, during this special session. They have all the major candidates for governor on their side.
If they are willing to wait and work
over the next year, they very well
may be able to convince a majority
of their colleagues to go along with
them.
But, circling the wagons now
easily could make that chore far
more difficult.
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Donna Cathy explains what families need to consider when selecting a
home in connection with a social study unit in Lashlee Foster's second
grade class at Robertson Elementary. Pictured with Cathy is Mike
Arneson and Brandon Kellie.

William "Reese" Adams, pictured front row, was the high seller for
the VCR tickets for the Fall Festival at Southwest Calloway Elementary. Top ten sellers included, second row, from left, Alicia Eaves,
Whitni Gray, Jamie Higgins,(back row,from left) Mitch Craig, Jason
Eaves, Robbie Jones, Kelli Morris and Erica Stickler. Not pictured
were Courtney Walker and Michael Pritchard.

These fifth grade students in Beverly Galloway's. North Calloway
Elementary class made 100 percent on each spelling test for the third
six weeks. They are, from left, Paul Bell, David dinson, Ayana
Sanchez, Stacy Schroader and Whitney Price.
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Lynn Griffithsentertains (;enese Reid's kindergarten class at Robertson- Elementary as part or the letter "G" Week. Pictured clockwise,
from left, are Jacob Nerney, Paul Kurz, Randy Argo, Ronnie Combs,
Austin Swain, Melissa Humbert, Sally Regler, Cory White and Chris
Tay lor.

Story teller Don Boklage visits the students of Cindy Clemson and
Toniia Thomas' Resources Room classes at Robertson Elementary.
The e% ent was made possible by a Special Basic Arts Grant.
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Students in lean lieurin•s sixth grade class at (
School are desininv, indk id ual portfolios to plate their art work in
for this nine ‘et..1:s. Pictured from left .are Julie 1 ibbetk. kelk
Thompson a rid thrissy Stubblefield:
Betty Cassity's second grade reading children at East Calloway
Elementary held a Sugar Cake and Raisin Bread party after reading
-Two Good Friends." Pictured front row, from left, are Misty Sutine,
Harlan t nderhill, (back row, from left) Carlie Elliott, Wendi Pritchett and Vanessa Lewis..

Students from East Calloway Elementary were awarded t-shirts for
their efforts on a football skills contest. Students from each,class in
the third, fourth and fifth grades participated in the program which
included passing for distance, passing accuracy and centering skills.
Winners pictured front row, from left were Johnathan King, Payton
Patterson; Brandi Shekell, Aaron Brawner, Kalista Cunningham,
Henry. Ross, Jeremiah Jones, (standing) teacher Eddie Morris, Alicia
Carnet-, Scutt Lowe, Josh Herndon, Connie Smith, Richie Edwards,
Amy Tipton, Shelley Bray and Kim Billington. Not pictured are Mary
Beth .Scott, Lugina Beard and Terry Calhoun.

Tenth grade students in Melissa . Green's biology class make edible
DNA molecules out of different_ kinds of candy. Pictured above, from
left, are Brandy Popham, Melissa Green and Chris Garland. Pictured
below, in front row from left, are I.eigh Ann Winters, Tony NIcGrew,
Chris Garland. Susan Rose,.(second row, from kit i Melissa Green,
Darrin McCuiston, Chris Gartkand, .1o0 liehher, Michael Patterson
and Charles W heat.
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Margaret Boone's sixth grade class at Murray Middle School was
presented a program by Vanha-aho from Finland. Mr. Vanha-aho is
an exchange professor at Murray State University and his daughter,
Hanna, is a sixth grader at MMS.

Material for this page ..vas submitted by the administrative staffs of
the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate
ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools
(753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).

Each month, Fisher-Price recognized students...at North Calloway
County Elementary for their accomplishments. At the conclusion of
the awards program, a name is drawn for a special prize donated by
Fisher-Price. This is part of the North/Fisher-Price School/Business
Partnership.
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Rebecca Robertson's kindergarten class at Southwest Calloway
Elementary plays on the new playground equipment that PTA bought
for the school. Pictured, from left, are Bobby Potts, Tim Fotsch and
Mitchell Windsor.

Jan Wilson had a tape made by: soldiers in Operation Desert Shield
shOwing• living conditions of our servicemen in Saudi Arabia. The
tape was shown to students in Angie Murdock's, Susan Darnell's and
Da% id Foley's sixth grade classes at Calloway Middle School.
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Remember the 10th
wow.D Ych.i
C0004 SACS'
TO.VASPOW

The 10th ()I each month is a very important day to your
....newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th ot the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers arc independent business men and
ys omen They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay them
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly beforF the 10th of each
.month They depend on you to write their pay checks
Cpllection time can be an inconvenience Inc you and your
carricr.
So... paying by mail is a simple Way to avoid' the bother ol
monthly collection.
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1/4 teaspoon ground cloves
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Prayer support service Sunday
Blood River Baptist Church will hold a prayer-support service for families and friends of troops involved in Desert Storm and the Murray
National Guard Unit on Sunday. Feb. 3, at,6 p.m. It will include special
presentations by various members of the congregation together with a
time of prayer. The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, pastor, said the service is
planned because a number of families in the church have children and
grandchildren serving in the Middle East and because three church members are currently serving in Desert Storm. Families and friends of any
person serving in the armed forces are invited to attend. The church is
located south of Murray — take Highway 121 south to Highway 444, turn
left onto Highway 444 and travel fise miles For more information call
753-5400.

Murray club buffet on Friday
A buffet dinner featuring parmesan chicken will be served at Murray
Country Club on Friday. Feb. 1. from 7 to 830 p.m. The cost will be
per person with reservations necessary. They should be made by Thursday
evening by calling 753-8116 or -53-6113

Card party planned March 7
The annual luncheon and card party by Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club has been scheduled for Thursday. March 7. at 12 noon at
the club house. South Seventh and Vine Streets. Tickets are S6 per person
and may be purchased by calling Gloria McLaughlin. 753-5338. or any
member of the Garden Department
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One day. a couple of weeks ago,
as I was walking my two miles in
Racer Arena, I recognized three
other walkers. They were Frank
Allen, Pop Eye Jones and Greg
Coble. Being a big Racer basketball fan. I introduced myself to the
three. They were very polite and
courteous, and seemed genuinely
glad to meet another fan of theirs.
Aren't we lucky to have a warm
place to walk these cold days.
Some of my walking friends from
Mayfield and Paducah have to walk
outside winter and summel
• • • •
This winter weather seems to

call for hot soup or hot stew, which
warms you from the top of your
head to the tip of your toes.
The Courier-Journal printed this
white chili recipe. You readers may
want to try it for a change from the
regular chili.
While Chili

1 pound large white beans
6 cups chicken broth
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 medium onions, chopped
1 tablespoon oil
2 - 4-ounce cnas mild green chilies, chopped
,fr
2 teaspoons ground cumin
11/2 teaspoons oregano

Sigma brunch will he Feb. 9
The annual Sweetheart Bri..r.cr. of Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will be Saturday. Feb. 9, from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
Pagliai's. This is the primary fund-raising event for the Sigma Department
with all proceeds going to charitable organizations or events. Tickets are
54 with children. six and under. free_ Tickets can be purchased by calling
Cindy Towery• at 753-3966. or from any member of the Sigma
Department.

Cheerleading clinic Saturday
A Cheerleading Clinic, conducted hy Cas County High School
Varsi; Cheerleaders, will be Saturday. Feh 2. in the school cafeteria.
This is for all girls in kindergarten thro-ugh f:th grade with the cost being
per person. check payable to CCHS R,4.<ra,,)n. will be from 8 to
•
a 7. 4.:t the C!Irltc: f- rom
I 12 noon Snacks will be proParticipant.s will perform that rieh; during na:f:Irne of the CCHS
games To pre-register call CCHS
`'*` :4 :. between g a.m. and
7 7. 07
between 4 H H -7

Girl Scouts now selling cookies
Girl Scouts are now knocking on doors and will continue
InrY...gb, Feb- 3, taking orders for 199: Cookie Sales. Cookie lovers may
se:ect from se‘en varieties including two new L ookies -- Chalet Cremes
and Tra: Mix Lookies. The cos: ol the co.oic es w:11 he S2.50 per Box.
Deeries arid booth sales will be March 8 through March 24 This year's
..0010e....:Th'eme is -Growing with P71 ,4e Profits from the annual sale
are used to !...7.(.1 troop programs. camp properties development. scouterps
descrying Girl Scouts and special proje ,
(Cont'd on page 7,

MITCHELL'S CARPET

Secretaries hear Lanier
"Communication" was the topic
for the January meeting of Murray
Chapter of Professional Secretaries
International held at Sirloin
Stockade.
Doralyn Lamer, assistant superintendent, Murray Independent
School District, %2S guest speaker.
Lanier addressed the basics of
good communication skills which
she developed after attending a
"We Care Workshop."
She said to begin to improve
your communication processing
skills you must first identify behavior patterns in your co-workers
and the other people in your dail
contacts. After indentifying these
behaviors, you will know how to
communicate with them.
Lanier said "think of a rainbow.
everyone functions in colors. We
all in to stay cool blue. Blue iN
When everything is going right
-Under stress we all have a

• Carpet • Vinyl • Wallpaper • Blinds
Hwy. 94 west
753-2392

Your Individual
Horoscope

€.N
Vits.\4'

Frances Drake

Ft di WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 30, 1491
ARIES
nicator now, those you deal with may
I Mar 21 to Apr 19)
Pit be a bit scattered-brained. There may '
You're shrewd and insightful today be few tangible results from
a
about career interests. However, business meeting held today.
mixing business and pleasure is not SAGITTARIUS
especially recommended Watch (Nov.22 to Dec 21)
temperu-nent at nightfall.
It's best to play your cards close to
TAURUS
the chest where financial interests
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Pit are concerned now. Don't impart
Though contractual agreements important information to those who
holtz and baby boy, 382 Kenton
are favored now, there may be talk too much.
Heights Area, Cadiz;
difficulty working out the details in CAPRICORN
Mrs. Lynda Teague and baby
travel matters. It's not the best time (Dec. 22 to Jan 19)
boy. Rt. 5. Box 408, Benton; Mrs. for entertaining
guests.
You'll appreciate a friend's loyalty
Marisa Bradshaw, 107 South 13th GEMINI
today Where money is concerned
St., Murray;
(May 21 to June 20)
now, you may be inconsistent in your
Mrs. Lula Dell Roberts,. Rt. 4.
Your concentrative powers are at a dealings. Social life is not especially
Box 22, Murray: Galen Thurman, peak and ynu'll accomplish a lot of a favored.
Rt. S. Box 1060. Murray': David
mental nature now A business prop- AQUARIUS
Elkins. Rt. I. Box 126. Pur!,ear. osition is fuzzy and requires further (Jan. 20 to Feb. IS)
study
Tenn.:
You're able to turn a career
CANCER
Harold Elkins, Rt. 5, Box
situation to your advantage now The
Murray; Robert Thompson, West (June 21 to July Z2)
ups and downs of your business day
Couples make important decisions may not give you the time you want
View Nursing Home, Murray;
Frank Finley, 308 NOrth 12th St.. affecting a child's welfare It may Lake to spend with close ties.
quite a bit of looking to find what you PISCES
Murray;
>40/a,
James Daniels. Rt. 5, Box 1176, want when shopping. Be a savvy (Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
buyer
Daydreaming and distractions
Nilurray; Mrs. Myong Moreland and LEO
combine to interfere with your progbaby girl, 510 Oak St., Apt. 7. (July 23 to Aug. 22)
ress on the job today. An important
Mayfield;
appointments and a agreement is reached with a friend.
Mrs. Eunice Yoder and baby load of paper work can make this a Travel is a
plus
hoy, Rt. 1. Box 317. Cottage Jess than ideal working day. Today
YOU BORN TODAY are ambitious
Grove. Tenn.; Miss Debrecia Culp may bring an important partnership with leadership abilities. You seem to
and baby' girl. Rt. 6. Box 316,. development or an agreement.
work better on your own than in
VIRGO
Benton.
partnership. You're a born communi(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
cator, and this ability will help you in
Creative work is certainly a plus both business and the arts. You do
now However, you may not get as best in work that you like. An early
much time for yourself as you'd like tendency in life to scatter your
to have. Your feelings are mixed energies is overrcome with the develtoday about socializing.
opment of self-discipline. You'll suc!THEATRES
LIBRA
ceed in both the arts and the
I
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
sciences Birthdate of: Boris Spassky,
You'll be making some new domes- chess player; Barbara Tuchmari, histic plans now There may be too torian and Tammy Gnmes, actress.
much going on at home to comfortably enjoy having guests over. Still,
Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
company may drop by
Forecast for Today or the Future
Flight of the
SCORPIO
1 900 226 0360
Intruder (PG-13) 7'5
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
$I a minute
925
Though you're an effective conunu-

Monday hospital report released
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday. Jan.
28, have been released as follows:

Newborn admissions

FLOOR COVERING

6%1%
41‘011.kr,
did it again attitude. Green is feelrig orientated., needs strong support
.s stem and lots of pats on the hack.
Red is the angry. arrogant mode
".fo deal with a gray take a
direct approach. An example would
he written lists and lots of praises
Ask a gri..en saai do sou think
And gixe a red rcsponsibilties
Lanier
,is •
to keep from mocine
ba:kup color. Set orsai f up :or .1
good Jay. prepare
for }oar dr.. he fleuhle. don't let
interrupt ionsstress y'ou oat and fie oat what
our
with.
"To kcep cool blue loosen our
111:27 s'et and look for new waxs to
solve old problems and finisiirig
Keep a positive self image by using
self atlirrnations.i Lanier said
A ballet dinncr ..is ser‘cd p7 or
:2 the program

one. The Booths and their children,
1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
Vrier and Ted, loved their neigh4 cups diced cooked chicken
bors and the treec. so the remodelbreast
4.4.ing was undertaken. The results are
3 cups grated Monterey Jack
spectacular — larger, more open
cheese
spaces and lighter.
Salsa
• • • •
Sour Cream
Dr. Ken Harrell is recuperating
Combine bearis, broth, garlic and
at home after foot surgery. He is
half the onions in a large soup pot.
rapidly learning how to get around
Bring to a boil. Reduce heat and
on crutches. which can be very
simmer until beans are soft (2
hard on the arm pits.
hours or more). addipg more broth
• • • •
or water as necessary.
Speaking of remodeling, drive
In a skillet, saute remaining
by David and Meredith Miller's
onions in oil until tender. Add chihome on Olive Boulevard. The
lies and seasonings and mix thorMillers have changed the flat roofoughly. Add to bean mixture. Add
line of the old home of Dr. C.S.
Lowry which they. purchased last
chicken and simmer one hour.
Serve topped with grated cheese, summer. The roof pitch is 100 percent improved.
salsa and sour cream.
• • • •
Serves 8 to 10.
Jerry Crutchfield of Nashville,
• • • •
Sue and Dr. Paul McNeary lived Tenn., and Murray State University
in Saudi Arabia for several years.
grad, served as marshall for the
As a matter of fact, they have lived 'MSU Homecoming Parade several
in several different countries all
years ago. I chatted with him this
over the world. Sue usually teaches
past week, and he was telling me
in the local English speaking
that he is no longer with MCA, a
schools.
country and western recording stuThey are anxiously awaiting for
dio, but has gone with Capitol, and
a word from some of their good
is with the International Office.
friends who are still living and
Jerry, his wife, Patsy, and their
working in Saudi.
family have lived in Nashville.
They heard from one of their
since Jerry graduated from MSU.
family friends who wrote and said, Jerry says their son is also in the
"Don't be surprised if we arrive on
Country-Western business, and
your door step, looking for a place doing a little acting. Their daughter
to live." Knowing the McNearys. is a student 'at the University of
their door will he open to them. Tennessee.
• • • •
It's always good to hear from
Molly and Dr. Jim Booth were old friends. He also told me his
able to move back into their home brother, Jan, is still writing songs.
on Beckett Drive just before and living in Hendersonville. Tenn.
('hristmas. Their home has under- His sister, Julia, is married to
gone "extensive- surgery." They Judge Tom Ernherton, a gocernor
decided to remodel their home of candidate for the GOP in Kew..
15 years instead of buili.fing a new
a few years ago.

Rhodes baby girl, parents. Brenda and Richard. Rt. 1, Box 13IA.
Water Valley:
Price baby girl. mother, Debrah
Lofton. Rt. 1, Box 101A, Kirksey.
Dismissals
Mrs. Elizabeth Powell, Rt.6. Box
420, Benton; Mrs. Melissa Berg-
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t'EVERY MONDAY:
EVERY Tient

8 oz. Top Sirloin Only $495
$395 1
Lasagna Dinner

$295

Spaghetti Dinner
Veal Parmesan

$395

EVERY WEDNESDAY:Our Famous Grilled Chicken
Shrimp Basket
14 oz. Moue
THURSDA
Y:
EVERY
Huge
Steaks
Are
Our
10 oz. N.Y. Strip
& U.S.D.A. Choice

$495

$395

:xIIrIllJI

changes-----in-

GIE

Home Alone
(PG,

Only $545
$595

Edward
Scissorhands
PG-131
Misery (R)

*FREE SALAD BAR WITH ALL SPECIALS!
We are offering you Quality Food, First Class Service
C Pkasant Invtronment to "Dine THUY M

0. nil
ITAXCLOas3 DAIN:

ter r71.0%11 •.at

Owner - Donnie Winchester

1,700
1963 Cimerci:foN
—..4:i Nom-4500
1983 Blazer, on. CArv,

rtot.k

he•tnut • 77.3-3311 :
Open II..m I,. Ill pm

PHIS

753-9586

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot!

MSU Night is
Thursday Night!
H. flt

300 South 4th

710
910

Bargain Tat noes
Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adult $3, Child $2.50

Also Owners I Spenders of Ilajesfic of Mayfield

641 S., MURRAY, KY

705
905

Kindergarten
-COIFTPG:1-3)

FINE DINING RESTAURANT
We Accept Reservations For Small or large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

1984 Laser
1983 Buick Century

1986 Ford Escort, 48.cco mi...$2,500 1988 Yugo, 25 OM

fn+

'1,400
'1,700
1,800
1,7C0

1987 Duster,

'2,400

1986 Cavalier, 4.0

$2,200 1986 Pontiac 6000

'2,950

1983 S-10 Truck
$2,300 1983 Buick Skylark
1973 Ford Truck, on. 0.,m, miss

1,300
1,250

1985 Ford Wagon

FREE FILL UP WITH PURCHASE OF A VEHICLE!
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Tuesday, Jan. 29
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway Chamber of Commerce
office. For information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Tuesday, Jan. 29
ter, Murray State University.
Admission is free but donations to
David A. Vaughn Memorial Scholarship Fund will be accepted at the
door.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

Wednesday, Jan. 30
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:15
p.m. and regular meeting at 5:30
p.m. at Ellis Community Center.

Bingo will be at 7 p.m. at
Knights of Columbus building on
Squire Hale Road. Doors will open
at 6 p.m.
Singles will meet at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ
building.
35MM Photography, community
education coese, will be start at
6:30 p.m. For information call
762-4159.
Calloway County High School
Laker Boys Basketball teams will
host Marshall County at 6 p.m.
Murray High School Tiger
Freshmen Basketball teams will
host Mayfield at.,6 p.m.
Called meeting of Alpha Mu
#4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will be at 7 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank.
Dr. Steve Jones will speak about
he War in the Gull' at The
Gathering at 6 p.m. at Newman
House, 220 North 13thSt., Murray.
A recital featuring Scott Conlcin,
violinist, and Marie Taylor, accompanist, will be at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Cen-
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Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, third floor, Murray Calloway County Hospital. For
information call Nancy Rose,
director.
Senior citizens' activities will at
Weaks Center from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. and at Hazel Center from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week
Bible Study, Acteens, RAs, GAs
and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Library
open at 6:15 p.m.; Prayer Meeting,
Klaymata Fellowship and Children's Choirs at 6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth and Adult Bible
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Senior Citizens' Golf League
will play at 9 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course

By Abigail
Van Buren

Wednesday, Jan. 30
at
7 p.m.; Weekly Workers
Study
meeting at 8 p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include supper at 6
p.m.; Prayer meeting at 7 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4 p.m.; Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Children's Choir at
5:30 p.m.; Wonderful Wacky Wednesday at 6 p.m.; Chancel Choir at
7:15 p.m.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include CREED series
at 10 a.m.; Communion Service at
7 p.m.; RCIA at 7:30 p.m.
Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will be
at Puryear Community Center,
Puryear, Tenn., from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:10 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Parks of
Rt. 4, Murray, will be honored on
their 60th wedding anniverary with
a family dinner on Saturday, Feb.
2, at the Homeplace Restaurant.
The event will be hosted by their
daughter, Mrs. Cherric Paschall
and husband, Steve, of Mayfield,
and their son, Swann Parks and
wife, June, of Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Parks were married
Feb. 4, 1931, by the Rev. R.H.
Pigue.
Their attendants were Miss Inez
Byars and the late Ralph
Richerson.
Mrs. Parks, the former Elizabeth
Swann, is the daughter of the late
Bowden Swann and Nancy Wilson
Swann.
Mr. Parks is the son of the late
Elbert Parks and Lillie Mayer
Parks.
They have four grandchildren —
Greg Parks, Gina Parks Torrey,
Dacia Paschall and Daryl Paschall,
and three great-grandchildren —
Kelly Parks, Sarah Parks and Krista Torrey.

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Parks
as pictured in 1931

MURRAY
TODAY

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 61

Rape workshop starts Jan. 31
Rape Victim Services will offer its annual 40-hour workshop to persons
interested in helping victims of sexual assault starting Thursday, Jan. 31.
Ten plenary sessions will he conducted by RVS staftf- and area experts in
the field of law enforcement, mental health, medicine and the legal profession. The sessions will meet from 6 to 10 p.m. on Thursday nights
beginning Jan. 31 at First Christian Church, Paducah. There will be a $10
fee to cover the cost of materials. Volunteers provide crisis counseling,
medicallegal advocacy and community education presentations. To register call Rape Victim Services at 1-442-7273 or 1-442-5702.

jaryd Austin Sanders born

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Sanders of Rt. I, Box 419, Murray, are the parents
of a son, Jaryd Austin, weighing seven pounds one ounce, measuring
191/2 inches, horn on Friday, Jan. 25, at 6:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
-County Hospital. The mother is the former Melissa Paschall. The father is
employed at Briggs k Stratton. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Sanders of Rt. 1, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Lindy Paschall of Rt. 7, Murray. Great grandparents are Mrs. Nola Paschall and the late Vester Paschall, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Meadow Carson and the late Robert Carson of
Murray, the late Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sanders and the late Loman
For information about this na- Thompson and Isabel Thompson Cunningham.

DEAR HAPPY:If you're really
happy with your size, you have
no problem.
People who make personal remarks about other people (too
fat, too thin, too short, too tall,
etc.) are rude. Ignore them.
Being fat does not protect you
against being raped or chased
by dirty old men —or dirty young
men,for that matter.
I applaud you for accepting
yourself as you are. There are
others who share your attitude.
They are members of the National Association to Advance
Fat Acceptance —NAAFA.I have
seen their newsletter. It's filled
with pictures of good-looking,
confident men and women attired in evening clothes, sportswear and swim suits — having
fun,just being themselves with
not even a hint ofself-consciousness.
NAAFA is dedicated to improving the quality of life for fat
men and women everywhere
through education, research,
advocacy and support. The organization is a godsend to people
who are tired of being discriminated against because of their
size.

tional organization, write to
NAAFA,P.O. Box 188620, Sacramento, Calif. 95818. It is a wellestablished, legitimate, nonprofit organization, so please
enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope.

Tharpe school reunion planned

Plans are underway for the second Tharpe School reunion for all class
members who attended Tharpe School. The event will be Saturday, March
23, from 3 to 9 p.m. at Brandon Spring Group Camp in the Land Between
the Lakes. This will be an informal affair so dress casual and bring your
family. The cost will be $8 per adult, $4.50 per child, 10 and under, and
DEAR ABBY: On Dec. 14, my free to children, 2 and under. Reservations with amount due must be
husband and I were having dinner in received no later than Friday, March 8, to assure your dinner reservation
a nice, restaurant in Bakersfield, featuring buffalo. Please mail your check or money order along with the
Calif. Across from us, at a table for
children attending to Lillian Gatlin Stanley, Rt. 3,
two,a nice-looking, middle-aged man number of adults or
was sitting alone. We exchanged Box 98A, Guthrie Rd., Paris, Tenn., 38242, or Ronetta Dill Crutcher, Rt.
several friendly glances, and as he 2, Dover, Tenn. -37058. "We are sorry but no admittance will be made
was leaving, he paused at our table, without dinner as we are renting the building arid the $8 meal cost
smiled, and said, -Good night." We includes the rent for the facility," said Stanley. For information call
replied in kind. A short while later, 1-901-642-9356.

Valentine events to be at Grace
Valentine banquets are being planned by ‘ar.oi;,, grou;ls

DEAR JOHN AND AUDREY:
1, too, am wondering why the
gentleman wanted to treat you
anonymously. It's possible that
he was lonely dining alone, and
after having exchanged several
friendly glances, he had hoped
you might invite him tojoin you.
Or maybe he just liked your
looks and is the kind of person
who enjoys treating people
anonymously.

cost being $6.50 per person. The College-Career and Youth 7- 1 2 grades)
event will be Saturday, Feb. 16, at 6 p.m. y.ith the cost being S5-per person. Reservations may be made with Pat Johnson. The Ci.::dren's evcm
will be Sunday, Feb. 17, at 12 nor
Done in cbaric H
arrangements.

MHS Chili supper to be Feb. 5
Murray •high School Band
Tuesday, Feb: 5, from 5 to 6. 30 p
will be prior to the Murr,*-G,I‘
$2.50 each and may he purJ.as,
Annette, Ham:line, 75";-4491

By popular request,Abby shares more
of her favorite prize-winning. ems)-to•
prepare recipes. To prder, send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95 I $4.50
in Canada to: More Favorite Recipes by
Dear Abby, P.O. Boa 447, Mount Morris.
III. 6 054.(Postage is included.)

:-

Senior Valentine dance planned
A Valentine Dance will be S.11;17:j.1. Feb. 1(. . i.ron. 7 to l0
Weaks Community Center at Souin
and Poriar
This ;is being sponsored)hy Murray f'alkiway county Senior ('in/ens.
ages are welcome to attend the dariu.: ;cawing big hand e.ra music w:th
Moose as the D.J. 1 ickets at 53 caLn are
'
office at Weaks Center are may he
call 753-8698 or 753-4288. Benefits will go to the George Weaks
munity Center and Murray-Calloway County .Senior

Bank teller class scheduled
West Kentucky State Vocational Technical School will offer Bank Teller Training Classes beginning Monday, Feb. 4. The program will consists
of 18 hours of classroom instruction plus on-the-job training. Classes will
be from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m., Monday, Tuesday and Thursday for two
weeks. Cost of the class will be $30. To enroll, contact Melva Garland at
the school, 1-554-4991.

HOMEOWNERS & AUTO
Commercial

Fain Insurance Agency
Jim Fain
"I racy McKinney

753-0362

6 a.m.-10 p.m.

Doily

Ca'tth
taurart 12th & Sycamore

.

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M.

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 11.
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Available

; As.„`•

s

-

..s,

"N.

•

Murray. Ky.

INJURED?
CALL
DONALD
A. JONES
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Practice Concentrating In Personal Injury & Worker's Comp.

NO CHARGE FOR 1ST VISIT

Murray, Ky. - 753-0053
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT, KENTUCKY LAW DOES NO1 CERTIEY
SPECIALTIES OF LEGAL PRACTICE

9\AP
SPECIAL NEEDS

f CE.A0

ADOPTION PROGRAM

Murray State Unover.say is an
equal edu,atron and employment Institution.

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABINET FOR NUNAN RESOURCES

Community Education Courses/Spring 1991
Sampler
Beginning 35 MM Photography--Jdn. 29, Feb. 5,12 and 19
Basic Art Forms for Children 8-14—Feb. 2, 9,16 and 23
I) ,
, Artfor the Non Artist--Feb. 2, 9,16 and 23,
' Decorative Clothing for the 90s--Feb. 12,19, 26, and March 5
,

Win

"NI
•*./ 1

%
•

For information on these and other upcoming spring non-credit courses
call Karen Guthrie at (502)762-2187.
HORSEBACK RIDING
*

••
,I

Open Riding at the Expo Center —
LDIfIrt-

611 S. Ith Si.

1

iiK)a
itr
Paint 8 Decorating Center
/ -7-7

* * *

Ge Liq-

tist Church. The Adult event will be Friday. Feb. i 5, at ()

* * *

our waitress came to our table and
told us that the gentleman who had
just left had paid for our cocktails,
steak dinners, wine,the tip — everything!She then added,"He asked me
not to tell you until after he left."
We were speechless!What a lovely
holiday surprise. We have no idea
why a total stranger would want to
treat us. Have you?
If that gentleman reads your column, we want him to know that we
donated the money we would have
spent at that restaurant to our favorite charity.
JOHN AND AUDRE:Y
IN BAKERSFIELD

PAGE 7

Local couple will be married 60 years

Fat and Happy Is One Woman's
Prescription for Mental Health
DEAR ABBY. I am an obese
woman. I like the way I look and feel,
so why can't other people accept me
the way I am'? I admit I am about 75
pounds overweight. I've tried all
kinds ofdiets,diet doctors,fat farms,
exercise classes — but nothing works
for me. The weight comes off, but it
doesn't stay off.
- •
I work for a company that requires uniforms, so when I went to
be measured for my uniforms, they
had a man there doing the measuring. First he asked me to try on a
jacket. It was very snug,so the man
said,"Gee,lady, you really should do
something about all that fat!" I love
my job — that's why I chose to write
to you instead of reporting that rude
man to management.
I like myself the way I am. Being
fat protects me from being raped,
chased by dirty old men and getting
AIDS because men aren't interested
in fat women.So please ask people to
lay off fat women.
HAPPY WITH MY SIZE

TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1991

5:00-8:00 p.m./Barrels or Poles 8:00-10:00 p.m.

Mite Mct'allon & Maryann Cathie!

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve IV
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

f. •,

Negative Coggins Test will be required,

Feb. 6
March 11
April 24
May 15

For more information,
contact Mary Kay Kirks
at the West Kentucky
Expo Center,762-3125.

* MSU,or any employee of MSU,is not responsible for any accidents or injuries
to any person or horse.
•
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SPORTS

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Paul's free throw gives
Lady Lakers district win

Sports Writer
Associated Press

Staff Report
Murray Lisidgisr &

mes Sports

the route he
. Calloway County
i
Pete O'Rourke
saw the hall end up just where he
A4r.:‘.%! .t :o during Monday night's
-50 f'ourth District victory over
!slay'.Led's Lady Cardinals at
Ca.-iowav
tre game tied and 22 sec or tne clock, the Lady
07.:•
Lake,
. radad time out to
.nc•r t.rategs. "I said, ladies
we're go:ng to take one
sH- t
.7, the ballgame.
tfii,•_•ke r:-:-..'"!1^;:re.:. "1
the hall insde
to Pae.
haLi unfle..rern
es1,n-J.e •
hu Lady Laker.
.407kk:ti:
t"%!H aro,:nd wh:le 21
Finaltne
sconds
• an \.a.er:e Shcton dr.,\
I'
,sed
It wasr•

two-pottt Calloway bulge, but tne
Lady Lakers missed a free throw.
then committed an offensive foul
after Ma-yfield missed two free
throws and Calloway rebounded.
The offensive foul allowed
garne-high scorer Stephanie Gray
to Step to the line for the Lady Cardinals, and Gray sank hoth shots to
tie the game at 50-50 with 28 seconds lelt.
Calloway called time six seconds
later and set L.n the strategv for the
:inil st.ore
Ii s6.1:s a,
0.FOLI7ks'. who keeps his Lady
Lakers in the Fourth District drive
+4!;r1 150 host Marshall County.
Thursday mght for what will he
Ca.Hwav's :bird-straigbt district
•
;:ayed a great game."
O'Ry„,rke added. "You couldn't
or a better hallgarne. We're
' `r•A 2. %! to Marshal! Cour,-L'*
nere Thursday night
..ronded to her

r- •
•s,

Pau,

NEXT
Murray State's Greg Coble drives past an Eastern Kentucky defender during second halt a(tion Nlonday
night at 11cBrayer Arena in Richmond. Coble tossed in 21 of his 25 points in the second half, hut the
Racers fell 87-82.

Racer rally at EKU falls short
J.:7ne P
1:7Ce
•

•

•

•

26 12 512
12 26 34 51
•

Cox leads ElcU
past Murray
SPORTS ON RADIO

By DAVID RAMEY
T,rnos Ass! Sports Editor

WYBS•1340
Tuesday. Jan. 29
KY at Auburn
7 p.m.
Marshall Co. at
CCHS (Boys)
10:30 p.m. (TV 46)
"You Car Hear the Difference"

H

:)

1. .-sa-

a r

!
,1
1....1,2y Raters
Cox hi: ner first 11 shots from
floor and tossed in a careern.gh 12 points to lead the Lady
COonels to a 9(1-67 win over the
! :v Pa...-• Monday night at
unt'd on paee

s T

A 'th `" 1e,07,A\ IC!:.
the

RICHMOND --- 1 here were a
of little things that didn't go
r,ght for the Murray State Racers at
Eastern Kentucky Monday night.
More than anything else, the rest of
Inc Ohio Valley (:onference may
he making strides to -. catch the
:niCe-tir.:e defending league
,harrIp107.S.•
The Colonels of Eastern Ker.hu,d off a late Racer charge
:a take an
:
a
Tennessee
15-1 each) at Ine nallwa.y
mark of OW 'play 1he Ra,crs
42
••
a
L-JnS:c.e

(•

ka,ers
LK.

to

L

(

By DAVID RAMEY
-mes Ass! Sports Editor
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w.th. 25
poir,t
4
rantle lie 0.as :: ol 14 from
3-pr': territory dar.ng ivturray s
two game wcekcnd
:r, 19 for the
Frank
Jor'es had 2 and
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re- oands but was
:he Col4 of 15 :7
:11roa nc different
onels k
"he nigh:
hi dies
mem to
I
'•
0,71e
1:4C
was pr.•.:y ;
'•
: stuff go. hut
releree, ,
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Wednesday
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FREE!
rece-ve a seco^c se'

c. prnts alpsore,y FREE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

F,...4-11

RACER
l'f"1-1. CLUB
MEETING

.

of

and hack which put the

Colonels up 11-19.
MS1: got as tlose as seven on a
'Allen. hut a
3-pointer hy
Smitn arid 1.40
stick-batk hv
LIKU
'

DOUBLE DAY
Second Set of Prints

1

r , ft
the

an
r'ennd

Le

;

EKt n,..ssed a tree :hrotv nat John
called for traveling,
Jackson
and Derek Reuben buried a 3-point
shot, starting a 17-3 run which put
the Colonels up 70-51 with 5,57
:eft
Two Paul -King Iree throws
ended the Racer drought. and a
SLott Adams stick-back and a triple
from Coble. cut the gap to 12 with
12 [et Coble hit three more 3's
to keep the Racers close, but
EKU's eye at the free throw line
held off the. furious Racer charge.
-He al..tays Lred,ted the oLLcr
"It was a pretty tough night for
guys,"
Johnston recalled "Even
us," Coble said. "They came out
string players admired
second
the
pumped up. and it wasn't until the
them a taL kle they
tell
him;
he'd
got
in
really
second half that we
difference n the
was
the
made
the game. And that was our fault."
gam.''
"Eastern had some people who
Grange would put on his race our'
came off the bench and shot the
and ride around campus
coat
basketball extremely well," Newton
Johnston's
car. Students rushed
sad. "They made the big plays,
OW( to meet the football star, bat
and they did a nice job on the
the
"he didn't ask for .that
hoards."
Jo;insion
end
of
sociai
Eastern shot 49 percent from the .
Grange V. as horn in Fork:v:1:e.
oor and were 25-of-35 from the
but alter his mother's Lath
Pa.,
tree throw. line. The Racers hit 42
moved with Ms father lo Wheaton,
percent of their attempts and were
where he starred in tour MO
12-of-16 from the line.
sports. When he go: to Illischool
No one play beat us tonight."
brothers urged him
fraternity
nois,
with
a
Newton said. "They played
football team.
for
the
go
out
.
to
,.)t of confidence tonight. We're
from 1923
No.
77
wore
He
going to have to respond an
and was an Alithrough
125,
hack."
bounce
American for three seasons.
The second half of OVC play
;..roniises to he a dogfight, and the
There was nO recruiting or athleRacers aren't the top dog entering
tic scholarship in those day
be second trip around the league.
Grange worked summers
"Sometimes we play a little better
ice topay for his education, camas the underdog." Newton said.
ing the nickname ''Iceman.''
''He was the idol of all Illinois
"They've got a great team," Pollio sports fans, from the day• he ran
said. "Their comeback shows what
wild against Michigan and throughkind of class team they.' have. out his career,- said Charles I.
lhey're the team we're modeling
Flynn, a former University of II,:
our program around, and trying to
nois sports information director.
get to their level."
"He did a great deal for the university ... through the inspiration
he gave young people."
One was Howard Griffith. a high
school running back from Chicago
off the press early and took them
who also came to Illinois without a
out of it.— Harrell said. "That
scholarship.
helped a whole lot. We got the b-all
During the 1990 season --- his
inside well early, and our perimeter
last — Griffith broke Grange's
shooters did a good job in the sec- 66-year-old touchdown records of
ond half when the inside game was
six in a game, 13 in a season and
elosed off."
31 in his Illini career.
Murray leapt out to a 17-11 lead
after the first quarter, then held off
Griffith visited Grange just
We Tilghman girls the rest of the
before playing in the 1991 Hall of
way for the upset, Murray's fourth
Fame Bowl in Florida.
Ain of the year.
"He said he was thrilled to meet
Tilghman closed to within four
me and I was saying to myself:
points going into the final frame
'This guy has done everything and
and tied the game at 43-43 with
I've just done a few things in coltwenty seconds left.
lege,— said Griffith. "To meet
Wooldridge, who led the Lady
him and be able to come back and
Tigers in scoring and rebounding, share that experience with my
tcamates was tremendous."
(Coned on page 9)

Lady Tigers ease pressure with win
After the d:sh-,....trtening loss
-Iva;
,runty) Saturday
7. gh!.. the g:r]s were r

Staff Report
Murray L•dgarr & ,mirs Sporls
The Murray ti:gh

Tigers responded to pre,re '.
several different' ways Mon.:.:„
night at Tiger Gym In a 44-43 v,ctOry over Paducah IlIghrnan's
Lady Tornadoes.
Murray High survived defensive
pressure, the existence of a fourgame losing streak and the tightest
pressure of all — a chance to win
the game from the free throw line.
with only seconds left -7 when
Mary Catherine Wooldridge sank
the game-winning free throw with
0:08 left in the game.

t1 .
ietcrs
!0'. through high man's defensive pressure, but also
converted on ,their scoring oppor:,,nities once they were past the
defensive fronts.
"When you can score, it helps a
Harrell said, noting that
the offensive efficiency helped
improve defensive effort as well.
The key, however, was getting
Tilghman out of their press early.
-We scored about half our -baskets

Wednesday, January 30th
12 Noon

Septic Tank Service

Sirloin Stockade

,
if
tioick Brent Allen
Ditching
•
759-1515

*All Racer Club Members
General Public Invited

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. -- Red
Grange, the "Galloping Ghost"
whose speed on the field brought
thousands of fans to professional
football, collected an arm full of
awards during a visit to his hometown, but kept only a letter from a
little girl.
"I think it read: 'I love you.
Red,"' recalled D. Ray Wilson,
publisher of the Daily Journal in
Grange's hometown of Wheaton.
"When he got ready to go, he
gave me all the awards and told me
to keep them for our archives, and
the only thing he took with him
was that letter," Wilson said of
Grange's 1978 visit to his old
hometown.
Grange. an electrifying collegiate
athlete who helped popularize pro
fessional football, died in Florida
Monday at the age of 87 following
a long illness.
-He was a very humble guy. he
never admitted he was a hero,"
said Wilson.
A large collection of uniforms,
footballs, trophies. scrapbooks and
photos are displayed at the DuPage
Heritage Gallery- in Wheaton.
Grange's accomplishments - on
the football field are legendary, but
those who knew- (;range remember
him as a modest man who prj:sed
younger players. Joked wLs
friends and worked hard to pay for
his education.
"I'll just use one word
humble ... the most humble person
I've ever met," said former University of • Illinois classmate Seely
Johnston. who ow rA a Champaign
sporting goods store.
'He'd make you feel a; home.
no matter who you 'a c7e. and he
never bragged.''
Grange may be best known ;;I t
his Sk -touchdown performance
(five rushing and one passing) as
Illinois defeated Michigan 17 1924.
A three-time All-American. Grange
went on to play for George lialas
with the Chicago Bears.

Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Asphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal

rime 1979

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0489
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Football

Hockey

LAKE WALES, Fla - Red Grange, fowl:tail s
"Galloping Ghost" whose blazing speed cata
pulled the game to front par headlines died
a a hospital after a lengthy lness He was 87

NEW YORK — Center Adam Oates who had

Grange, who had been hasps/aired since July
and on the critical he for a week, died of complications from pneumonia about 3 am EST
Alter a sensational career at Illinois ended in
1925. Grange signed a contract with the Chita
g0 Bears He scored 56 touchdowns in his pro
career with the Beers, spending 13 years as
player, coach and promoter of pro football and
was a charter member of the Pro Football Hall
of Fame

-- Red
Ghost"
i brought
:ifessional
TI full of
us homeer from a

• • • •
ORLANDO Fla — Jack Elway, former coach at
Stanford, San Jose State and Cal Slate
Northridge, was hired as coach Of the Frankfurt
Galaxy of the World League of American Football Elway. 58, father of Denver quarterback
John Elway, has a 650 winning percentage as
a head coach arid assistant coach on the high
school, community college. Division II and Divi
sion I levels during a 34 year career He coached at Cal Slate Northridge from 1976 78, at
San Jose State from 1979 83 and at Stanford

ove you.
Wilson,
rournal in
Wheaton.
to go, he
d told me
lives, and
with him
said of
his old

Iron, 1984 88

Baseball
NEW YORK — Roger Clemens appeared
before American League president Bobby
Brown in an effort to overturn his live game
suspension at the start of the season Clemens,
given the suspension along with a $10,000 fine
for his actions in Game 4 of the American
League playoffs, argued his case along with
agent Randy 'Hendricks and Gene Or7a and
Michael Weiner of the Major League Baseball
Players Association Umpires Jim Evans arid
Terry Cooney attended the 54 hour hearng.
along with Umpires Association lawyer Richie
Phillips and AL umpires supervisor Marty
Springstead Boston president John Harrington
represented the Red Sox Brown, who issued
his onginal ruling in November, said the league
was able to obtain two different videotapes of
the incident, in which Cooney elected Clemens
after what the umpire said were derogatory
comments from the mound Clemens denies
cursing at Cooney until after he was ejected
Clemens and Hendricks were given until Feb

collegiate
ante pro
n Florida
follow ing
e guy he
hero.''

28 to submit a brief
• • • •
NEW YORK -- With one day rerra nhg in the
new look tree agency period. five players,
including Detroit pitcher Jack Morris, were still
available The new took free agents have until

)ooks an,.1
e Dul'aec

:aton.
net::.. on
but

midnight EST Tuesday to sign with new clubs
or slay with their present teams Morris. the
winningest pitcher of the 1980s, is Joined by
California outfielder Chili Days and pitchers
Juan Berenguer of Minnesota, Dave LaPoint of
the New York Yankees and Mike LaCoss. of.,
San Francisco Meanwhile. six players in salary
arbitration agreed to one-year contracts, leaving 116 remaining in arbitration Hearings are
Scheduled to begin nest Monday and run
through Feb 21
•John Kruk and Philadelphia agreed at
$1,175,000. Bip Roberts and San Diego settled
al $875,000. Enc Plunk and the New Yon
Yankees agreed to $950,000, Dave Mariner
and Montreal settled at $805.000. Todd Benz n
ger and Cincinnati agreed to $705.000. and
Rene Gonla'e.s and Toronto sell'ed at
$306.250

reir.crnbcr

V. ord
lc per'or:
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• • • •
PALM COAST, FM — Dale Long, wno set a
maw league record w.th home runs in eight
consecutive games in 1956, died Sunday after
a long bout with cancer He was 64 Long spent
11 yearS in the major leagues with the Pittsburgh Pirates, Chicago Cubs, Washington
Senators and New York Yankees While On the
Pirates, long was the starting first baseman in
the 1956 All-Star Game He played in the World
Series with the Yankees in 1960 and '62. and
retired in 1963 with a .267 average. 1 32 home-

Iv24.

an, Grar,ge

rs and 467 RBIs

Basketball
'E‘cn

NEW YORK — Michael Adams, oho areraged
30 7 points and 10 7 assists in lewr.
h• • has
✓er Nuggets to a 3-0 record
picked as the NBA player cl Ihi-
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Benton heroics prevent sweep

Inomas,
When the Detroit Rstons iost 15,1
they did riot need to look long for a replace-neighborthe
rnent, because John Long was in
hood, again In his third stint with the Pistons.
long is doing what he's always done for Detroit
— leading the way to victory On Monday night,
It was 87-81 over Washington Long was signed
to a 10-day contract last week after it was
learned Thomas would miss at least 124iretais
because of wrist S.urgery Long was sitting by
the phone ,n the Detroit suburb of Romulus
when the Pistons came calling Long began his
career with tne Pistons in 1978 after being
dratted in the second round from the University
of Detroit He was traded to Indiana in 1986 but
returned to the Rstons on Feb 23, 1989, and
helped them win their first NBA title Long made
four foul shots in the final 16 seconds, helping
Detroit hold on Long set the Pistons' record of
51 straight free throws in 1984 and iS a Career

86 percent tout Sh001er
•In other games. Portland downed Atlanta
116-111, Boston beat Minnesota 108.87, San
Antonio stopped Seattle 119-107, Sacramento
defeated New Jersey 101 83 and Golden State
beat New York 115-106

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
31 /1
Boston
73 19
PhilarSelphia
18 24
New York
18 24
WasNrtglon
14 28
New Jersey
,1 31
Miami
Central Division
29 1?
Chicsac
31 13
Detroit
27 17
24 18
17 24
13 27
13 28
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L
San Antonio
30 10
27 15
Utah
Houston
2220
14 26
Dallas
11 27
lAnneaota
11 30
Denver
10 32
Orlando
Pacific Division
37 7
Portland
10 11
LA Lames
Phoont
27 13
24 17
Golden State
19 21
Seam'
15 27
LA Clippers
12 28
Sacramento
TueedaySi Games
Charlotte at Cleveland, 630 p m
Pito•Nt at Orlando. 630 pm
Miami at Washington 6 30 pm
Sari Antonio at Houston 7 p m
Seattle at Dallas, 7 30 p m
Denver at Mkrauluks, 730 pm
Atlanta at Utah 8 30 p m
New York at LA Ciboria 9 30 p m
Nevi Jersey at LA Lakers 930 pin
lAlwaukak
Atlanta
Indiana
Chador*
Cleveland

Pct
138
548

8

429

13

0E1

425 13
333
2E2 2.
?V

week
• • • •
DETROIT — The Detroit Red Wings were just
the right medicine for the ailing New Jersey
Devils The Devils entered Monday nights
game with Just one win in their last 13 games
and were facing road games against Iwo top
teams, Los Angeles and St Louis. after the
Detroit game The Red Wings were stumbling
as well, though, having lost five straight To
make matters worse for Detrort, because of ill
ness and injury they were forced to dress two
goalies who had a combined NHL career Of one
period The Devils took full advantage of the
Red Wings' misfortune, taking a 6 2 victory at
Joe LQU.S Arena In other NHL games. it was
Toronto 4, Minnesota 0. and Chicago 1, Vancouver 0 The Dev,is ripped four first period
goals past Delroit's Dave Gagnon. who was
making his first NHL start and second appear
ance Scott King, playing his first game
replaced Gagnon at 14 57 of the opening per
10d. but it was already too late
WALES CONFERENCE

Patrick Division
W L T Pts GF GA
27 17 8 62 190 159
26 72 6 58 182 170
27 21 3 57 221 189
21 21 to 52 170 176
23 26 3 49 165 175
17 27 6 40 140 181
Adams Drvision
29 16 8 66 191 167
Boston
28 19 5 61 173 153
Montreal
21 19 10 52 179 166
u
Bffalo
22 23 5 49 147 167
Hartford
10 32 9 29 145 228
Quebec
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
WI T Ste CF GA
34 15 4 72 177 134
Chicago
28 15 7 63 189 154
St Louis
22 25 5 19 174 192
Detroit
15 30 9 39 158 186
Minnesota
13 33 5 31 147 212
Toronto
Smythe Division
28 17 5 61 204 161
Los Angeles
26 20 5 57 208 169
Calgary
24 22 3 51 165 157
Edmonton
19 29 4 42 161 195
Vancouver
t7 28 8 42 170 185
Winnipeg
Tuesday's Games
N Y Islanders at Harttord 6 35 p m
Washngton at Pittsburgh, 635 pm
Winnipeg at Quebec. 6 35 p m
ai Si I cms 735 p in

NY Rangers
Phlaclelpt..a
Pit90
L' mmy
New Jersey
WasNngton
NY Islanders

Television
ik

YORK --- ABC and a host of advertisers
NE
who bought commercials at $800.000 apiece
were pleased with viewership of the Super
Bowl, even though it could be one of the
lowest-rated in 15 years Sunday's game averaged a 429 overnight rating in 25 major American markets II that preliminary rating holds up
in Tuesday's national count, it would be the
third -lowest rating since the 1976 Super Bowl
The only lower-rated games in the past IS
years would be San Francisco's 55-10 victory

over Denver on CBS last year (39 Cl, and
ABC's 1988 game between Washington and
Denier (41 9) The highest rated Super Bowl of
all t . me was the 1187 San EranCISCO Cinc,nna!,
c,a",! '19 1

Track and field
Id

r.,rrn

r L),Ce•

Su,C

hio•,c:
distance records, has -withdrawn from the Mill rose Games Friday night at Madison Square
Garden. the Mobil I Invitational Sunday at Fair
fax. Va . and the Meadowlands Invitational Feb
8 at East Rutherford, NJ. because of the Sc.
4r

Lady...
(Cont'd from page 8)
was fouled 12 seconds later and hit
one of her two shots for the winning tally and one of only three
points recorded by the Lady Tigers
in the final period.
Wooldridge ended with a gamehigh 17 points and eight rebounds.
Stephanie Vanover added nine
points and teamed with Missy
Bogard for backboard help as each
claimed seven rebounds.
NEXT: The Lady Tigers' game
Thursday night against Hickman
County has been cancelled due to
Hickman's participation in the AllA tournaments. Murray High's
girls will play at Graves County
next Monday.
JV: The junior varsity Lady
Tigers defeated Tilghman 35-18 as
Renea Hornbuckle scored 14 points
and Noelle Jedarliudded eight.
• • • •
11 23 37 43
TILGHMAN
17 34 41 44
MURRAY
Tilghman (43) — Smith 16, Woodsen 14,
Farmer 9, Teague 2, Kircholl 2, Houser FG
18148, FT 114,
Murray 144) — Wooldridge 17, Vanover 9,
Bell 6, Bogard 6, Jones 4, Hornbackle 2, Fairbanks FG 16/36, FT 6/9
Records — Tilghman 86. Murray 4-10

317 '69

Pct. GB
750 —
4
524 9
350 16

643

325

17

268 19,4
238 21
841

—

732
675
585
475
357
300

54
8
114
16
21
23

USA Today

sad they plan to launch a weekly tabloid this
April devoted exclusively to baseball The

newspaper would provide more competition for
readers and advertisers with The National, the
sports daily that celebrates its first anniversary

On Thursday. and The Sporting News, a weekly
published by Times Mirror Co The paper will
be caller USA Today Baseball Weekly It will
begin publication April S and have a cover pnce
01 $1

Auto Rental
1):61.% & N1(14,1\
lalt.
si. -5 ;-.44(.I
I .1,1

Robert Weatherly scored 20 to
lead MMS, while Ted Booth added
10 and led the rebounding effort.
Chris Cheaney was commended for
his play at the point, and Cheancy,
James Foster and James Curtis
receieved praise for their defensive
performances.
CALLOWAY MIDDLE •
The revenge factor and playing
their last home game as 8th-graders
lilted the Lady Lakers to their win
over North. "They responded pretty
well," said girls' coach Eddie Morris of their game against the team
which had defeated them earlier at
North.
Kim Johnson scored nine and
Linda Stubblefield eight to lead a
balanced attack while April Crass
and Linda Stubblefield combined
for 15 of the team's 32 rebounds
and Molly Wisehart blocked three
shots.
In boys' play at Calloway
Middle, the Lakers improved to 9-4
with their four-point win over the
Jets as Timmy Brickey scored 16
points and Jason Lcet added ten,
most on offensive putbacks. Brad
Cleaver also scored ten points.
Calloway- Middle's game at
Mayfield Middle on Thursday has
been moved up in time, with girls'
action starting at 4:30 and the
boys' game immediately afterward.

(Coned from page 8)
McBrayer Arena.
The loss dropped the Lady Racers to 6-14 and 1-5 in the Ohio
Valley Conference. Since opening
league play with a win over Austin
Peay, MSU has dropped six
straight.
While Cox was having the game
of her life, the Lady Racers
struggled with their ballhandling,
especially in the second half, as
they committed 34 turnovers to go
with 38 percent shooting from the
floor.
"The kids are really getting frustrated," assistant coach Kelly Breazeale said. "We ; had a good first
half, but it Vi as downhill from
there. I think the game got very
frustrating for us in the second
half, and we couldn't execute our
game plan."
Murray's Fondo Garner had a career-night of her own, as she
tossed in 17 points off the bench to
lead the Lady Racers. The junior
from Florien. La. was 6-of-14 from
the floor, and also pulled down
eight rebounds.
"Tondo's fun to watch," said
Breazeale. "She really goes in there
and just keeps fighting on the
boards. She sparked us tonight."
Julie Pinson tossed in 15 points
for the Lady Racers, while Michelle Wenning tossed in 13 and Jennifer Parker added 11.
Cox was joined by four others in
double figures for coach Larry Joe
Inman's club — Kelly Cowan (14),
Sue Zylstra (12), Shannah McIntosh (11), and Jaree, Goodin (10).
The Lady Colonels have now
won three straight in OVC play and
are in the hunt for the league's four
post-season playoff slots.
"I thught we got a good performance tonight offensively, from
top to bottom," said Inman,' who
won five OVC titles at Middle
Tennessee before taking over at
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Ford Explorer Named 1991
"Four Wheeler Of The Year"
in designing and building the Explorer to customer wants, we've
created what we like to call an
engineer's truck — one with both
technical sophistication and charisma. It's a wolf in sheep's clothing.
It has prowess for the trails and the
back woods, yet domesticated
looks, comfort and conveniences
for the more genteel side of today's
lifestyles."
A 14-person team of testers and
logistical support drove the six
1991 Four Wheeler of the Year
contenders more than 900 miles
over a period of four days in all
kinds of conditions, including
smoggy Los Angeles freeways,
cold mountain elevations and below sea-level desert.
Test categories include mechanical function, on-road performance, off-road performance over
2_yariety of terrains iniabr design
and exterior design. In addition,
empirical testing generated hard
data that accounted for 20 percent
of the points total.
The final order of finish was
Ford Explorer with 5,537 points;
lsuzu Rodeo, 5,189; Oldsmobile
Bravada, 5,123; Jeep Wrangler,
5,053; Daihatsu Rocky,4,422; and
Suzuki Sidekick, 4,376. The complete test appears in the February
issue of Four Wheeler magazine.
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Lose Weight - Tone Up
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gets more frustrating. But we need
to
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High school scores

"Our kids are feeling a lot of pres-

admitted. "Every

901
Coldwater
Rd.
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Losing is taking,its toll as well.

from

Donruss
753-0473

SOR

needed someone tonight to step up

Breazeale

Owner
Tommy
Goudesin

‘.*••••

"
and stop Angie Cox.

sure

,in
Tommy's
Baseball Cards

Upper
Deck

Eastern three years ago. "I thought
the key tonight was our defense.
Our defense really played well.7
Breazeale wants the Lady Racers
to develop a killer instinct, which
she hopes will improve the Lady
Racer defensive effort and get
Murray back on the winning track.
"Frustration has a lot to do with
our mental attitude," she said.
"Mental attitude has a lot to do

positive

1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

759-4955

things."
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LEGAL TITLE OF BANK
•
PEX)PIF-S BANY

CITY

k.F.F•Y,

KENT I,Cr

CALLEMAY

ASSETS
1 Cain and balances due from depository institutions

2iP

STATE

COUNTY
MURRAY

a Noninterest

-

bea•

• Interest

•-•

2 Securities
3 Federal funds sold 8 securities purchased under agreements to resell n domestic
a Federal funds sold
of its Edge 8 Agreement subsidiaries & n lElFs
• Securities purchased „inde, agreemenis
1.
4 Loans and lease financing receivables
a Loans arid leases net of unearned ,1corne
b LESS Allowance for loan and lease losses
c LESS Allocated transfer risk reserve
d Loans and oases net of unearned income allowance and reserve liter,4 a
5 Assets held in trading accounts
6 Premises and fined assets (including capnahzed eases)
7 Other real estate owned
B Investments in unconsdlidated subsidiaries and associated Companies

nus 4

,

9 Customers liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding
10 Intangible assets
1 1 Other assets
12 a Total assets (Sum of items 1 through 11)
b Loans deferred pursuant to 12 U SC 1823 (17
c Total assets and losses deferred pursuant to 12 U SC 18231j1 (sum of items 1 2 a and 120
LIABILITIES
13 Deposits

DEARBORN, Mich. — Jan. 3,
1991 — America's leading enthusiast truck publication, Four
Wheeler magazine, has named the
Ford Explorer two-door the winner of its 18th annual "Four
Wheeler of the Year" award,it was
announced here today. The V6powered Explorer topped a field of
six 1991 sport-utility vehicles in
this year's testing.
"The two-door Explorer is
simply an exceptional four-wheel
sports-utility vehicle," said John
Stewart, editor of Four Wheeler
magazine. "While it marks the
second year an Explorer has won
the award, the new two-door Explorer is substantially different
than the four-door model we tested
last year. It combines the strengths
of we four-door's driveline, with a
shorter wheelbase and the sportier
ainc-ar4nc-e---m/a4Dars._ afford:L._
"A smooth highway ride,
coupled with more-than-enough
power were the Explorer's primary
on-road strengths," the magazine
wrote in its February issue. In
winning the Off-Road Performance section, the magazine cited
the Explorer's "excellent low-end
power, extremely compliant suspension, and ease of operation," as
well as its "excellent flexibility in
frame and front end."
"What's interesting to me is that

F'leer

Cox leads EKU...

614 4
571 6
415 '2•
325 16

General
NEW YORK — The publishers of

12 assists in three games for the St Louis
Blues, was picked as the NHL player of the

Benton Junior High's Lady
Indians used a last-second shot to
prevent a clean sweep by local
eighth -grade basketball teams
Monday night.
The Lady Indians closed a barrage of fourth-quarter 3-point shots
with a last-second game-winner to
lift Benton over Murray Middle
School 49-48 in a "classic game,"
MMS boys' coach Scott Turner
recalled.
Turner's Tigers whorriped Benton 45-19 in the boys' game, while
Calloway County Middle School
closed their home season with a
sweep of North Marshall, winning
30-22 in girls' play and 49-45 in
boys' action.
Plc Lady Tigers of Murray
Middle led 35-26 going into the
fourth quarter before Benton's
3-point shooting set the stage for
their last-second game-winning
basket. The loss ruined a 22-point
performance by Murray's Bonnie
Payne, while Connie Payne added
13 points and Stacy Thomas had
nine.
In boys' action, "I challenged
the kids to turn up the defense, and
that's what they did," Turner said
of the 26-point margin. Turner
noted that the defensive intensity
did not suffer when Tiger reserves
got into the game.
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a In domestic offices
It I Noninterest - bearing
(2) Interest - bearing
b in foreign offices Edge and Agreement subsidiaries and BFs
Ii NonintereSI - bearing
121 Interest - bearing

14 Federal funds purchased and seCunties sold under agreements to repurchase in domeSt.c odices 00 ihe Ti
a Federal funds purchased
ut its Edge & Agreement subsidiaries 8 Pr1 IBEs
b Securities Sold under agreements
15 Demand notes issued to the US Treasury
16 Other borrowed money
17 Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under capitalized teases
18 Banks liability on acceptances evecutecl and outstanding
19 Subordinated notes and debentures

"le
1 (.287

20 Other kabneies
21 Total tiabilass (sum of items 13 through 201
22 Limited - life preferred stock and related surplus

141 834 71
/

EQUITY CAPITAL
23 Perpetual preferred stock and related surplus INC of shares outstanding
24 Common stock (No of shares a Authonzed
b Outstanding

23

3.000
16.000
13.000

17c, 24
I'), 17

stock)
25 Surplus levciude all surplus related to preferred
26 a UndrviOod profits and capital reserves
b LESS Net unrealrzecl loss on marketabie equity securities
27 Cumulative foreign currency translation adiustrnents
28 a Total equity capital (sum of items 23 through 27)
b LoSSescpeterred pursuant to 12 U S C 1823 (1)
281 8 28 bi
c Total equity capital and losses deferred pursuant to 12 U SC 1823 (i)(sum of items
deferred
to
pursuant
losses
and
capital
equity
stock
prelerred
lite
*need
kabielies
29 Total
I2USC 1823 (1)(sum of isms 21 22 and 28 Cl

25

Actil 26 a
26 b

../.4
19 898,28a
NO4e

/

28 b
28 c
29

MEMORANDA Amounts outstanding at of Repon Date
790 r a
1 a Standby tellers of credit Total
i
cu•rve•
•
rnbruu
01
croon
-Tenors
Standby
or
Amount
1 0
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Seven from Calloway Middle band
selected for All-District honors

Blood bank granted renewal
of accreditation by AABB
The Murray Calloway-County
Hospital Blood Bank has been
granted renewal of accreditation by
the Amencan Association of Blook
Banks(AABB), according to MCCH
Administrator Stuart Poston_
Accreditation follows an intensive
on-site inspection by specially trained
representatives of the Association and
established that the level of medical,
technical and administrative performance within the facility meets or
exceeds the rigorous standards set by
the AABB By successfully meeting
those requirements, the MCCH Blood
Bank can join more than 2,200 similar
f&climes across the United States and
abroad that have earned the accreditation rating and recognition.
Poston explairled: -The AABB'.
inspection and accreditation procedures are voluntary: :It is not legally
necessary for a blood bank or transf..
sion service to be xcredited, but like
" many others, our facility has sought
accreditation because it represents a
level of professional and medical
expertise that meets and exceeds
government regulations. The primary
goal of the program is to assist
facilities like ours to achieve excellence, and thus provide higher quality
blood, blood components and other
•

HOG MARKET
ishers4-Suble %art. ...nee ureic* Jammer? 21 1991
[escort, Purchase 4•40 Hsi MarisaItlackede.4
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Sears 1321141-34-1141
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The Standards tor Blot' Banks
and Transfusion Services" are written
by a distinguished panel of experts in
the field, composing the AABB Committee on Standards. The AABB
National Committee on Inspection
and Accreditation assures compliance
before granting accreditation. Not
only do these standards set the ley el of
professional proficiency for blood
banks and transfusion services in the
United States, but they provide the
basis of practice for similar facilities
around the world.
Founded in 1947. the AABB is the
only national organization in the
United States devoted exclusively to
blood banking and blood transfusion
services

Seven members of the Calloway
County Middle School Band were
recently selected to the All-District
Band from over 300 students auditioning. representing 18 middle
schools within Region 3.

i- us Junior High School in
Arnold. Mo.
According to Band Director
Gary Mullins, "The Middle School
Band performed exceptionally well
and Calloway County was well
represented."
Members of the Calloway County Middle School Band that were
selected for All-District Band are
Julie Myatt, Tom Richter, Laura
Gough, Drew Harrell, Chad Garland, Jeremy Long and Blu
Norsworthy.

The All-District Middle School
Band rehearsed Jan. 25 and 26 and
concluded with a concert at Paducah Tilghman High School Auditorium. The guest conductor for the
Middle School All-District Band
was Mr Ray Adams. band director

Classifieds

Member, of the Calloway County Middle School Band that were
selected for the All-District Band are, seated from left, Tom Richter,
Blu Norsworthy and Drew Harrell. In back are Chad Garland,
leremy Long. I.aura Gough and Julie Myatt.
020

Brain-stem disorder needs attention
Ks

Peter H

Therefore you need the advice of a

1.011. MD

spec talist

DEAR DR GOTT Can you explain
in layman's terms what brain-stem
dysfunction is' I was diagnosed with
it in 1986. have been bedridden since
and am getting progressively worse 1
feel I am in dire need of a good
neurologist
DEAR READER Indeed vou are in
need of a good neurologist and I advise you to see one ASAP
The brain stem is a key neurological structure Not only does it contain
nerves that control vital body func
t ions. such as vision and respiration it
is also a codduit for all the nerves that
connect the brain to the spinal cord
Brain stem disorders are most
commonly caused by trauma such as
head injuries and by tumors that
grow at the base of the brain Symptoms of brain-stem dysfunction include double vision imbalance trern
ors
weakness
and
paralysis
Respirators arrest and coma art- late
manifestations Treatment for this
disorder depends on the ause- which
1 gather is unknown in your case

DEAR DR GOTT 1 take one Dyazide daily for high blood pressure and
question the ef feels_ of the medication
on my body organs Can you alleviate
ms fears"
DEAR READER Dyazide. a diuretic combination of hydrochlorothiazide and triamterene is a safe medication used for treating high blood
pressure and fluid retention iedemai
Patients will sometimes develop a potassium deficiency from Dyazide
'leading to weakness and irregular
heartbeat I. also, the drug has been reported to worsen diabetes and cause
inflammation of the pancreas These
side effects are rare however
Follow your doctors instructions
and obtain periodic blood tests for potassium and sugar levels Unless you
develop a potassium deficiency
which is treated with potassium pills
or liquidi you needn t worry about
taking mineral supplements. a glass
of prune or orange juice a day should
pros ide the additional potassium you
require

To my knowledge. Dyazide is not
associated with any organ problems
in the average user I am sure your
fears can be further alleviated if you
confirm this information with your
family physician
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report 'Hypertension Other readers who would like a copy should send
$I 25 with their names and addresses
to PO Box 91369. Cleveland, OH
44101-3369 Be sure to mention the
title
.V11 %I. 9sPhilit ENTERPHIsr ASSN

DR. WIT
PETER
GOTT. M D

Notice

Notice

Lease For Less al
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
St 1.-:1 F:4.0 it, v.. e:

OMCE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St
$160.00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
inforMation.

$21406 nx)•

Cali Gene at 753-2617
'Pius
48

NO credit needed $2500
available credit line to fulfill
your shopping dreams No
one
refused
1-8O0253 3873

AUDITIONS for Back
Street Station beginning
Feb 2 Auditions for talent
to have the opportunity to
perform for Back Street
Station in future shows
The finalists will compete
for prizes For further information call 527-3482 or
354-6590 Located 330
Poplar Benton, Ky

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare rata
atrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehen
sive !Medicare Supple
rnent plan Deductibles.
co insurance and none p
proved" charges can
cause your out of pocket
expenses to mount up
The Part A deductible'
you, or your insurance,
must pay ha• been in
creased to $628 in 1991
For more informauon
call

VCR Service
All Brands

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
THE FAR SIDE

Tel Title & License
Me Closed End Lease

TiRED of drinking water full
of chlorine and other harm
ful chemicals? Try a water
treatment system Clean
water for only 3c per gal
Hooks up in minutes Lasts
for years For free in home
demonstration call
436 5447

Meconnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

By GARY LARSON

*oor 29th ...r or

«eine.'

DESERT Storm t shirts/
sweatshirts available at
Faye's next to Wal Man
LET'S play Bingo at Cherokee N C Mega game
$500,000 $100000 000
Consultation $50,000
Guaranteed Jackpot
$5000 regular games
Modern Coach leaving
Pans Tenn Feb 8 at
8 30pm Call for information
1 90 1 6 4 2 9 0 9 0
1 901 641 9572

n50
Lost
And Found
LOST 1 gray and white
male cat Vicinity of Miller
St near MSU Last seen
Jan
20
Reward
753 1721
LOST near Memorial Bap
list Church Long haired
black Calico cat Female,
answers to Trawl!: Family
pet, pu,ple collar Reward
753 5368 759 1154

BRING the New Year in
with a new career Call
Avon today 753 0171 In
surance available Be your
own boss Free gift with
appointment
FOR complete home bust
ness opportunities, send
SASE arid $300 to P0
Box 6029, Murray. Ky

42071
MAKI-1our growth your opMaurice's in
Chestnut I lilts Shopping Center is !slurray's most exciting
fashoin specialty store, and
we are seeking people with
experom,c in fashion retail to
join our management team
Maunte's °tiers a competi
tivelsalary and benefits pact age Come hy if you are
1.-king for girl ''pp',rionay In
porlunil).

'A alit
ii

pin1

311

INSTRUCTION
•-,4- LEARN TO DRIVE
- TRACTOR-TRAILER
STAPT Ti* NI* OAP
Of RinG.47 wo•i•
se Ve CAP*/ 111

ALLIANCE
GARFIELD

(L

YE Cs01. A CRAMP
IN AA‘e HAND

1-800-334-1203

The growing field of animal liposuction

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

BEETLE BAILEY
STOP

BEETLE 16 60
. M.PRESSIONABLE

BoGGI NC,*E.
7Css.
TAKE

BLOND1E
r•
2-1-

--4F-

SE :

L.5.4 ..s

EJEE,

1 Dwelling
abbr
4 Proceed
of the
6
Titans
11 1941 Oscar
winner
13 Mend
15 Greek letter
16 Marsh grass
18 Church part
19 Go astray
21 Antitoxin
22 Japanese
measure
23 Manage
26 Obstruct
29 Scoff pout
31 Additional
33 Behold'
34 Hypothetical
force
35 Edge
38 Rodent
39 Spanish
article

'I

-s•-•

3

11

19

20
24

THE PHANTOM
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eOuR rvARR1095
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35
43

41 1

46

4'

50
5F,

57

61
65

51

40
41
43
45
17
50
52
53
56
58

Diphthong
Jog
Keen
Major
Puzzles
Bone
Arrow poison
Deface
Support
Companion
of blood
and sweat
60 0 Toole ID
61 BLT
ingredient
63 Washed
lightly
65 Chemical
compound
66
Elmo s
Fire
67 Poem

Answer
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L I

a

MUD IOW
010 DOUGMDO
GM MUD 00

pop aoljp
0OU 0000
MOD MOO
120 1510UU M0000
0Gnj CaoM
0
EVEDICLEINO0° 0
E S
S AL A
N S1
100
0

ooU

10 Towel
insignia
DOWN
12 Scoter' ID
14 Note of scale
1 Teen-ager 5
17 Apothecary's
woe
weight
2 Rain hard
20 Lowe of 66
3 As far as
Across
24 Saucy
25 Period of
4
10
7
8
9
6
time
27 Fish sauce
14
13
-28 Burrowing
animal
17
1Ill 29 Urge on
30 Mental image
2,
22
32 Sicilian
volcano
111111111111e1
36 Anger
28
37 Prefect
42 Fork prong
32
31
33
44 Doctrine
46 Fixes the
36 II
38
39
fate of
48 Wheel teeth
43
44
12
49 Earn
51 Quarrel
47
48 49
54 Imitated
55 Was carried
Si
53 51 SS
109
56
57 Fish eggs
59 Tin symbol
59
60
56UUU
62 Tellurium
symbol
62
64
631111 64 Therefore

ilm

68

,for
.
/J1/J11 .

,flark. ,.

67

II

•s .11, ..ssi ,•,st-nt

ri

•
13 :P.11,1EDIA TE uPEN
INGS NEED a joto'> A
GED? Hope for the future/
You may quality if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
It 30a m
PAINTERS must have
2yrs or rno'u experience
Steady work Apply at
Black s Decorating Center
701 S 4th St Murray or call
753 0839
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
, teed Free details write
SD 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710
WENDY S is now hiring all
shifts Flexible hours Apply
at the store between 2 and
4pm daily 1111 Chestnut
St Murray

imemom nun
4 Web-footed
birds
5 Command
Inventor
6
7 French
article
8 Armadillo
9 Palatable

11111,01.411SC Kfl/141t1

Situation
Wanted

BABYSITTING - experienced mom with references Hourly, daily or
weekly rates Large fenced backyard
Call Becky
753 1249
HOME and office cleaning
Dependable 8yrs experience References supplied
435 4146

LEARN how to earn me
ney
assistance makes
steady income possible
Easy method starts you
earning quicVy -For intor
matrve appointment, phone
753.2607 or 753-1036

WM
To Buy

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5prn
CASH for mobile home
tires 87-812 each We will
remove 527 9063
STATIONERY
bike

435 4361

,7
7
7
41 7

•

exercise

•
•

chool in

Director
lc School
tally well
was well

ay Countat were
Band arc
!.r, Laura
had GarInd Blu
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Business
Serricee

USED and antique turn'
ture, glass, tools, quilts
901 642 6290

WANT a faster refund?
Why pay more for electronic filing? Our prices
start at $20 001 Call Hodge,
Noel and Associates, the
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759-1425

Ankles
For Sale

MILLIONAIRIK$ MIL.
LIONAIRES PANG BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe I Pharmacy.
SPA for sale 753-3488 after 6pm

ng water full
other harm
Try a water
rem Clean
3c per gal
nutes Lasts
ree in home
ion call

und
and white
ity of Miller
Last seen
Reward

mortal Bap
.ong haired
3t Female,
res Family
ir Reward
1154

Home
Furnishings
2 RECLINERS 1 Bench
craft $400 1 $300 Both
less than 1yr
old
753 4827
BEDROOM furniture 1
dresser with mirror and
chest of drawers $225, 1
dresser with mirror, night
stand and twin. bed $225
Peachrgray(white twin
comforter with 2 peach balloon valance $40, full size
peach wicker headboard
$40 girls 12in bike with
training wheels $15 avo
cado electric stove good
condition $75 759 1293
after 5 30pm

Farm
Equipment

.?wr Year in
;areer Call
i30171 In
)Ie Be your
fC gift with

home busi
Iities, send
00 to P0
lurray Ky

Ath your opiurice's in
lopping Cell
mist exciting
y sit rre, and
pc4pIc with
Mon retail to
wicnt team
;a compels
cnctits pxetAre

300GAL pull type spray rig
7535463 "753 0144
210
Firewood
A IA Firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered
492 8254

28R duplex Appliances
furnished Nice neighbor
hood $310rmo 759 4406
2BR duplex apartment in
quiet residential neighbor
hood near university Ideal
for couple or retired person
$275"mo 753 8096 or
753 2633

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

EXTRA nice 2br duplex.
central H/A, appliances
furnished Very clean Col
eman RE 753 9898

14x80 1985 2br 2 bath,
living room, country
kitchen Unfurnished except for stove/refrigerator
Fox Meadows $14,800
,
753 1161

LARGE newly decorated
2br duplex for two No pets
$350imo includes utilities
759 1987

LVIC

GOOD solid firewood Next
day delivery James Sills
753 4120
WOOD for sale 753 9745

FE OPEN
a lob? A
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r if 'You do
iED or high
•You are
)es of 16
E 0 E This
led by the
cky Private
JTPA
it Of School
378,

nust have
experience
Apply at
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processing
:ck guaran
tails write
ntral Suite
CA 91710

iw hiring all
lours Apply
preen 2 and
1 Chestnut

- experwith refer daily or
trge fenced 311 Becky
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he piece o
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h We will
063
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TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113 EHO
TWO 2br duplex apart
menu-. Real nice 1 $350, 1
with double car garage
$400 753 4389, 753 5960

ROOM with private bath
room furnished, basic
cable kitchen and W70
share, $200,1mo and
utilities References and
$150 deposit required Call
753 1826
SLEEPING room Refriger
ator in hall Private entrance Zimmerman AptS 16th 753 6609

1108 ELM St 3br 1 bath
gas heattentral air, x large
utility room with hookups
carport 1 year lease and
deposit
$350 /rno
812 421-8716

furnished Keith
Itakcia Home's Inc. Hwy 791'

setup fully

NEWLY remodeled large
2br house Central gas
heat, central air Ap
pliances, floored upstairs
Goci'd location Colemah
RE 753-9898

644 O 1112.

I ih00-533-356S
280

Mobile
Homes For Rent
28R with appliances, wa
ter, lawn maintenance turn
ished Edge of town Cole
man RE 753 9898

3R0
Pets
& Supplies

WOODEN storage buildings 8x16" starts at $1095,
10x16 $142450, 12x24'
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Buildings 502 247-7831

2sr)
Business

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state in
vestigation experience
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations
(502)753 2641

1986 MAZDA RX 7 Moon
root. gold, 5 speed, sport
$6100
package
759 9568. 762 3378 leave
IF- essage

1938 NISSEN Sentra
White, 4 door, psipb. air, tilt
AM)FM stereo. auto 1988
Pontiac 6000, red. 4 door
ps'pb. air, AM'FM stereo
753 5216
1983 CUTLASS Supremi
1989 Cougar XR;
489 2936
495

TOYOTAS*
COST LESS
IN MURRAY
diatspor,
;
,
_1$;

1980 CHEVROLET Van
$800 350 Chev motor and
transmission
$350
759 1142
can
Used
Trucks
1970 CHEVY pickup long
wheel base auto, ps/pb,
new motor, 8in rally
wheels new tires $1750
Call 753 6855 after 6pm

FACTORY PROGRAM
LEASE RETURNS

1979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
cylinder motor $2500
080 474 8820

'90 CAMRY

1988 CHEVY 510 white, 5
speed
low miles

$11,987
'90 COROLLA

8,987

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 malor
manufacturers Most parts
stock on my truck All
work and part,-, warranted
Ask for irki'Ay at The Ap
pliance S'Ior,s, 753 2455

8,487

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY INC
515 S 12th St.. Murray
753-4961
KY 141X.Si3inii.5 US '410155i:365
wari Li cairtt.,,Bereci
al Ceed Ceennm Gen Yr
LA

A 1 '._, JMP Removal arid
Spraying Lawns, trees
and shrubs, unwanted ants
arid insects Call A I for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years expert
ence Bobby Hopper,
436 5848
F3ACKiric)E Service ROY
JuiTh-Jr Thorn, opera
tor 30 years exec:nonce
Septic system drive ways,
hauling, foundations etc
759 4664

BUILDING WITH YOUOISEARCV.
1,10%." TY

THE CONSTRUCTION PROFESSIONALS

,
A DAA•on,on/. C•co ConDonen

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

ALPHA Bpilders Careen
try, remodeling, porches.
roofing concrete, drive
ways. painting, mainie
nance, etc Free estimates
489 2303._

FULL electrical services
Installation- repair
'-.0111,•11Pf
753 7724

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4032

GENERAL Repair plumb
..rro.
ing roct,,Ig tree wr,
436 2642

BUILDER, new homes,
garages, additions, remod
cling, framing decks, pa
hos, solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753-0563 after 5pm
CARPET arid vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bob
bers 759 1247, leave
message

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561
NEW homes remodeling
pole barns decks outbuildings, brick and masonry
work 759 1039 after 4pm
PLUMBiNG
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200
PLUMBING repairman wth
same day ser v ,ce Call
436 5255
liEPA H

oust 436 5410
GUT TERING By Sears
Sears residential and cor- • `OTALLONS roofing 6 so:
irig 474806-4
mgrcial continuous gunee
installed for your specific-a
".,EWART S Ha,
bons Call Sears 753 231c
ar,d garbage ;for free estimate
,;er„,ng

901-885-7633

•

do pl-..ie-b,cg AI .

All Types Of

in

A LICENSED elec:ne.,
contractor JAMES 0 CAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com
rrercial arid residerir•
courteous and efiloi,
vice 759 1835
LINDA S Gearing

C:.-L04,
-

would

hoe to cica, I

offICA.rF,

C.--lrier !Li

II

r

the Murray area 436 22 71.

MAO S Errand Servcri
fers housesimr,g, grocery
shopp rig postal and G,"jr.,
ing

need':

Mon Fri 8 5

755

Referenc,-,

ROCk
Repar
painting
crete Fri
474 230'
ROGER Hud,on er, log gravel sand, dirT
753 45.1
way rock
,753 6763

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

s
1111)-1%.*

•It"w-----....44Adal'- -44k

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursi(lIg
Home Insurance just give us a call
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide IP buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
•
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service all ycL,
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

vp
Thrill the Sweetheart of Your _Life...
et
With their picture and a special message in the, paper„ on Valentine's Day!

AKC Registered Boston
Terrier puppies Miniature
males $125-150 Cash
only. Paris, TN
901-642-2394

I

TV;
V

AKC registered Palmeraman puppy, registered Persian cat
Reduced
753 5950

Aportments
For Rent

OBEDIENCE train your
dog with kindness Professional trainer successfully
serving Murray area for
over 12yrs AKC German
Shephard priced to sell
Import and Champion sired
pups 436 2858

182BR nicely furnished
near MSU campus
753 6111 or 753 0606 after
5 30pm

SHIH TZU AKC puppies
Ready now First shots and
wormed
Beauties
522 8607, 522 8637

120

WANTED male roommate
to share new 3br apartment
close to university
$120Prno water included
Non smoker 753-8477

•
•
I.

Carson Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love, Big Sis,
Barclay
*AM*"vvvvvvvvv

'
C kOk

t

4

4

Our Valeruint
Kort Tabers
Love,
Mom and Dad

4
4
!.
4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Real

Estate -

2BR 1/, bath townhouse
Central HON, appliances,
deck, lawn maintenance
Coleman RE 753 9898

T
V

•

2BR duplex in Northwood
$295/no 759 4406

Craig Love you bunches'
Karen

sfin

*0+

Homes
For Sale

2BR duplex $300/mo De
posit required Quiet area
753-9240

28R house for sale Close
to campus -Call 753 3293
after firgn

2BR duplex Northwood
$350/mo 759 4406

FOR sale or lease - 3br 2
bath condominium

CALLOWAY Gardens/
FS-fx” D9t.r'S ^'Y't
ing applications for 162
bedroom apartments Call
753-8556 Mon Fri
9am 4pm

V

ir alp

IP

751 ?21:11 7ft.9r ApHn

ATTRACTIVE 3br. 2 bath
brick ranch home, in quiet
residential neighborhood
Owner being transferred
and anxious to sell Priced
in mid $50s Contact Kop
perud Realty 753-1222

DUPLEX 2br, appliances
redecorated Lease deposit, no pets 1802/, A Mon
roe Avenue 1 527 7382

450

DUPLEX with country at
mosphere 3br 2 bath car
pet lots of marble and tile
SHARP copiers Author
Private yard concrete
acid dealer for sales sews driveway wood deck Next
vice, supplies parts and to 121 By Pass Shown by
rental units Local com
appointment 753-9400 or
parry Call 1 800 248 4319 435 4214

AUto
Services
ALL auto repair 753-4314
NEW and used tines Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500

T
V
V
V

•

SELL your real estate at
auction the easy way Contact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne Wil
son 753 3263

2BR house or 2br apartment near downtown
753-4109

V
V

44.

KOPPERUD REALTY of
ers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 800-251 HOME Ext
711L

1BR upstairs apartment,
stove and refrigerator furnished 753-6148 after
5 30pm

IF
V
V

John
Hugs and Kisses
to You'
Love,
Susan

\ .

j

N.
N

•

T
V
V

*port"
Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelines (no more
thanfour lines),along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelopefor the return of the
original photo.

the

i

S,
T
V
V

Deadline for receipt of photos is noon, Monday, Feb. 11.

rri•

I
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urray eager oc iimes;
V

Classified Advertising Dept.
753-1916

'
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lOP REPAR Wood ,(
7 .:R
,r1,04: 'Center
oc-s.oirig $15 mc
,
i55 0/I brands 3rd
o Goer, 9 12
Fri 753

Custom Woodworking

KITCHEN- CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wolff s Re
covery, Murray 436 5560

Ga. & Floctnc

Storm Doors, Storm
Windows, Heat Tapes,
Anvil White Roof, Anvil
Silver Roof
Ph. (502) 492.8,411.01
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel
Best Prices
* Quality Results *

•

'..'reet 753 6111 crt
0606 after 5pm

EJST'Al KITCHEN CANIN1 FS
CUSTOM WOGOWORKJNG

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete SOE.,Ice on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754

K-Rok & T Lek
Vtnyl Underpinntng
Miller Eumaces

'215-1212

Y(73C.,

G W CONSTRUCT.GN
Gerald Walters root.r.i)
painting vinyl sic:1)g al

HAULING, yard work
removal, mowing Free
timates 759 1683

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, gen
oral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tOrnbr satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663

Get Your Home
Ready For Wittier!

C

C2S1r
`.,ewer

plumtiwg

HADAWAY Construct
Home remodeling pyi
ing,
ecr•
ir
floor cue •.;t small 753-4251

COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry electric and
plumbing. also appliance
repair Including refrigeration and A/C 753 0318

Mobile Home
Parts & Service

T C Dyih Repair and Mar.
teraliSe P lnrlibLrLg ar d

kinds of remodehng

435-4191

* Four Star *

SUREWAY Tree & Stoirrip
Removal Insured with fuli
line of equipment including
60tt,aerial trucks and brust
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
peutive cost Free est,
mates without obligation
Day or nite, 753 5484

489 221,7

C11151 ('him Chimney
Sweeps has 10q. senior citiien discounts We sell chin.
'
ney caps and screens

.6,••11

rifloli

Frz.n.g.

LICE NSED for electric
gas refrigeration Instaila
lion, and repair Free esti
mates 753-7203

ar,d tHocr

Vans

AKC Registered Rottweiler
puppies 901 479 2414

Services
BUSINESS card special
1,000 one color ink business cards only $20 two
Act"P•
—4o-14u-on/it- VA- it
tising & Supply call
759-1602

1591 OLDS 98 Regency 4
door good looking and dr
$250 1,
pendable
753-1500

AKC puppies various
breeds Shth tzu Lasha s
Poodles, many more
615-746 5355

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753 5209

4 CAR shop with olto:e
JANSEN piano Small, 753 9386, 753-4509
good shape needs some
5 CAR clean up shop 01
tuning 492 8153
floe and 2 baths Air corn
pressor Corner 4th and
2111
Glendale Rd $450/mo
753 4389 or 753-5960
Miscellaneous
310
FABRIC•FABRIC'FABRIC
Want
OFF SALE Country ReTo Rent
mnants Hwy 68-641 Drafam looking for farm land to
fenville, Marshall County
next to Bonanza Mon Sat rent Will consider shares
or cash rent 759 1233
10 5pm

TARGET brick saw, 1974
Oldsmobile 436-5405

1977 CHEVROLET Malibu
-rition wagon, very clean
r,irw tires, excellent condi
ten and gas mileage $875
&.6 I trade, 759 1922

on blue less than
r 000 actual miles $1901'
753 8477

Business
Rentals

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now has coins and proof
sets for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray, Dixieland
Shopping Center Our fine
merchandise is also available at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (South
side Shopping Center) and
at the OX-YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loca
bons offer silver dollars and
proof sets, a full line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through January 31 We also buy coins
and appraise estates
753-4161

Used
Cars

t.,,ue

bedroom home delivered and

'IN

490

'90 TERCEL

NEW 3br home only
$12 995 or payments as
low as $141 91 with mini
mum down payment This
home has plywood floors
storm windows, 11 11 21
insulation and many other
features Act today while
our supply of these homes
are available Volunteer
Homes Hwy 79E Parts, TN
901 642-4466

Paris,

Ara
any,: growth
I,ans vrith

relinut•Iii

QUIET spacious country
2br duplex with carport 2 miles out 94W
753-7951

DEMO SALE' Drastic price
cuts on all our display
model homes Examples
new 14x70 3br 2 bath was
$17.900 now only $14,900
New 28x52 3br doublewide
was $31,900 now only
$28,965 with central heat
and air All other demo
models priced for quick
salel Volunteer Homes Inc
Paris, TN 901 642 4466

WHY Rent? $137.00 per
mo. will get you a 1991 2

HEADACHE rack and rails
bedliner. small Dodge or
M tsubishi truck AM/FM ra
dio and speakers, 14
wheel covers 436 2825

NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy
Apartments 753-3530

"5 YEAR Warranty"See the
quality Cold Seal Homes
with a 5yr. warranty. Quality
built with you in mind Keith
Raker I lorries Ilwy 79E Paris,
N
4 4 - 00 1 2
or
1 SOD 533-356g

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

FIREWOOD top quality
$30/rick delivered and
stacked 436-2528 Tim

Used
Cora

NEW 2br duplex Appliances, energy efficient,
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457

1976, 14x70' 2bdrm,
2bath Central aivheat
489 2994

FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green $30 rtck delivered
474 2318

FIAEWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned dnd
greenwood Cut to your Order 753 9808, 474 8086

it Ari41 ,A

1971 HOMETTE 12x60
2br Call after 5pm
492-8754

"NO down payment? No
problem call one of the
friendly sales persons at Keith
Baker homes ltwy 791,, Paris,
IN(44 0111 2 ,
1 X00 533 3Shiii

FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562,
-436 2758

490

Aa Rem

SUNTAN booth 753-3488
SUNTAN Salon going out
of business For sale 12
Wolff tanning beds new and
used $500 and up Will
finance 753 9274

Murray Ledger & Times

370

Wont
To Buy

FORMAL white wedding
gown size 7 437-4742

if,
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Showing the spirit

OBITUARIES
Miss Stacey Tonette Muskgrow

Miss Goldie Hicks
one sister, Mrs. Lela Wyatt, and
two brothers. Leland Hicks and
Howell Hicks.
One sister, Mrs. Vannie Steele of
Murray, survives.
The funeral lita be Thursday at
I p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral

Miss Goldie Hicks. 72. Oaks
Manor. Murray. died today at 2 12
a.m. at Murra-Callovia) County.
Hospital.
She was a member ot Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
Born at 24, 191S, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Tom Hicks and Fannie
Hutchens Hicks.
Vso nre,:eding her in death were

home after 4 p.m. Wednesday

Latus York
liard;rt. four sons. *die, Rev Alvin
,,rk. Arlington. Neal York. Hard York. Padu:ah. and Dan
, fk, I esori. Arii ,
grandchil-

d,,'n. r..ne

rea: grand,•hldren
be Ih...rsday at
r.:e
.7'...1";t2 0! I'.ek and

Furica!Hot.. Pie Res
- 7'''gharn AH. !

R
„

Pace

.7'

Services for Stacey Tonette
Muskgrow will be Wednesday at 7
p.m. at St. John Missionary Baptist
Church. The Rev. W. E. Cheaney
will officiate.
Burial rites will be Thursday at
II a.m. 31 Murray City Cemetery.
with arrangements by Hamock
Funeral Home of Paducah.
Friends may call at St. John
Church after 4 p m. Wednesday
with special visitation planned
form 6 to 7 p.m.
Miss Muskgrow, 22, Murray,
a.m. from injudied Sunda at 2
ries sustained in a one -car accident
on U.S. NI four miles south ot

Murray.
A 1986 graduate of Calloway
County High School, she was a
member of Eastwood Baptist
Church and employed as a nursing
assistant at West View Nursing
Home, Murray. She was born Sept.
9, 1968, in Chicago, Ill.

;'.71CraI

Mrs. Georgette Troutman Ellis
,
\-.
Depart.
•

7.:%ersit>.
Secreta-

Adrian
v!..rray. her parents.
George Troutman,
Tansa Lee
Hampshire. three
Edmond,
Troutman,
Trout -

Clyde B. Reed
hS Alfe. Mrs.

son. Jerry Lee

:

,
r7., two daughters.
ssl••li r.r a Castleberry and Mrs.

C.ark. Benton,. three sons.
Reed. 1Lckory, and Bobby
"RH.2nd .1;rnmy R. Reed, Ben•.s..er, Mrs. Lala Reid,
.-• Cecil Reed.
:0 great-
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McCuiston
The funeral for Ralph B.
McCuiston is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of 1.11. Churchill Funeral
Home. John Dale and the Rev.
David Atkinson are officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Bill Payne Thurman, Don Robinson. John Parker,
James Parker. W.J. Pitman and
Allen Rose. active; Alfred Lindsey.
H. Glenn Doran. Nix Crawford.
Harold Douglas. James Lassiter.
Jim Crick and Joe Parker,
honorary .
Burial will follow in Murray.
City Cemetery.
family requests that expressoris of sympathy he in the form of
doiat
Mur ay.N
io,ns to Memorial Fund of
First United Methodist Chur,'T.

Joe Wilkins
Sus k Cs !or Joe Wilkins will he
at 2 p m
at Barr's
E (hutch, Como,
Chapel C
len 1 he Rev Lester Peoples ot
WidneSd,1\

MurraY and the Rev

Miller, Murray. died Saturday at

7:3S p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
He is surtised by. his wife, Mrs.
Virginia Wilkins. one daughter,

Mrs. Lois Crutchfield. one son.
Jewell Wilkins. and one aunt, Ms.
Hassle Wilkins, al i of Paris,

He is
wl:e.
Nelle Waggoner SILC,•..: ,!"..
daughter. Mrs Nancy
husband. Michael, Winchester,
Tenn . two grandsons. Christian
Hutson and wife. Jenny. Paducah.
and Jon Eric- Hutson., Knoxville,
Tenn one great-granddaughter.
aroline Matson: a sister-in-lav..
MTS. Mary Lou, Lassiter.- and a
nrother-in-law, Dr. Ray Waggoner
Frances, all of Marra‘

Bruce
Thomas White
r,:es for Bruce •fhonta,
are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Hornbeak Funeral Home.
Fulton. The Rev. Charles Jobe will
;,fficiate.
Buri-ar will follow in Obion
County Memorial Gardens.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM
••••••

Inductrtal Average ............... +0.49
Presious ('lose..................2654.46 )
Air Products
59 • I s \
( A.T.C-Class A
358 351
/
2A i
AT&T
11'2 • 1, 1
Bank of Murray .
..........150B )
Bell South ..........................52 • 1 '4
? Briggs & Stratton
285/s unc.
,Chrysler.
1254 • 1,4
36 4 112
CSX Corp
Dean Foods --------------------391f + 1
Dollar Gen. Store
LB 81,4A '
Exxon..................
52111 • 5,'s `}
Ford ...............................26/
1
2 + 1 14 j
General Motors............331 '3 • 3I.
i Goodrich
1814 - 1f4
tillii 4. 'ill
Goodyear
, I.B.M............................ 1251/4.
' Ingersoll Rand.....
....43. 1
K Mart
29/
1
2-/
1
2
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1
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1,. Quaker Oats
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Sears
29 •'s
Snap-On Tools...............28',. Texaco
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/
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N,al•Mart
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Murray: 12 grandchildren,

Moisture causes lower tobacco prices
Moisture problems caused firecured tobacco prices to be low on
the first day of sales, according to
Will Clark, general manager of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
"We were certainly not satisfied.
We realized we had problems with
moisture," Clark said. "Overall, the
producers were not pleased with

sales. Medium grades, primarily.
fourth quality, were selling several
dollars under what they were last
year.Fire -cured tobacco sales opened
fhursdav, Jan. 24, in Murray, with
a

mm the Association, sales rose to
pounds for a total of
S.s ,

2l4(.

sa!d that the Association
,IhiY,11 9,500 pounds
Lasl.a
NIonday's sale in

Lre-cured sales continued today
,r; Murray. and will he held every.
Tuesday and Thursday until the

:hi of the season: Sales are held on
`,:ondays and

Wednesdays in
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Life Insurance
Level Term - Universal Life
Whole Life

06: 11

FREE Help in Claim Filing For All My Clients

753-7890

Are your loved ones protected financially if
you died today?

'

Y•

Take this
principle
and apply it to
your walls.

LYONS

-77

\\Crt&c.best investment
Is you.
.....frvbet

YO4
F•,
/,aa$

an and Modaden
P

Thomas C. Tompkins

To help you
a new or
better used car
or truck see...

has joined our firm
as an Investment Broker.

Gene Buhmann

We've taken the magic of
-Teflon- and put it in a paint!
Silken Touch, the revolutionary interior wall paint
with the very same super
tough, super slick, no-stick
finish that makes cleaning
your pots and pans a snap.
Silken
Touch
resists
scuffs, stains, dirt, even
greasy fingerprints. It's perfect for kitchens, hallways,
family rooms or wherever
there are kids.

Silken Touch
•_COUP TAU:DS COAT-iNC_IS

4dj114
1N
Hilliard Lyons
414 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

-44FiC
HIWARD
LYONS

M

I
:7111°
ERI

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open. Ikeefri 7-5 Sol $.12

753-2617

Silken Touch goes on easy,
too. Cleans up with water
and dries to an elegant, distinctive finish.
Don't just paint your
walls, "Teflon" coat them.
With Silken Touch.

Interior Wall Paints
with "Teflon",
From Porter Paints

pulpartsselect

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Lou V. McGary

414t..
HiLuAkD

We are pleased
to announce that

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Murray State University President Dr. Ronald Kurth spoke to the
members of the Benton Lion's
Club Wednesday about the current
developments in the Soviet Union.
Kurth, an expert on the USSR,
served two tours at the American
Embassy in Moscow. De received a
doctoral degree in political science
(Soviet Union) from Harvard
University.
"At the present time there is both
political and economical strife in
the Soviet Union," he said.

St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366

Int estments Sint t. 111.3.4

The
.2
!J...., Texas 7'.22:. ...al .If idar.-..sp,:
star,pwlell%PlOpt for repl!.
!YE hated /Paton. Sandoate

Kurth speaks to
Benton Lions Club
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•
ANSWER: Pass In the majors a
singl'e raise would be appealing In
the minors a pass rates to be the
best action

Clark said that sale prices did
improve at Monday's sale in Mayfield, but the price is not up to
where it was last year.
"We're beginning to see all the
players (companies) getting into
the game," Clark said. "By the end
of the week, we should know what
it will be like for the season."

of

sale
44),952 pounds for a total
SSO3.117.52. After an advance

Avatlabk.
pon 1.tegunsl

Read the classifieds

641 South

Mr. and Mrs. Urquhart, of 2013 Gatesborough Circle, "just thought
we needed to show our patriotism" when they placed this American
flag display on their roof, according to Mr. Urquhart. The display in
made up of red, white and blue Christmas lights. Mr. Urquhart, who
said he has 37 years experience in the U.S. Coast Guard, has a son,
Ben Urquhart, overseas in the U.S. Nasy insolsed in Operation Desert
Storm. The display was financed in part by Mrs. Eileen Gippert, his
grandmi4 her.
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are his wife. Mrs
re Bushart White. one
Jo White. Fulton, one
Sarnmy White, Martin, Tenn.:
f. .7 . ;:pL'.aughters. Mary McClure.
Calif., Patsy Raines.
Fulton, Carol Coons, EvansId. and Barbara Fletcher,
13,,:.ng Green; one stepson. Dave

TC77'

(Re gra!•.!,±,'.!•,••

The

.Mr. McCuiston, 206 North 1( ,St Murray, died Sunday at 11.2.:
p
ri)Ln:s

Darnell will

of ficiate.
Burial will follow in Barr's
Chapel ('emetery with arrangements by Mason •s Memorial
Chapel of Mayfield where friends
may call after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday) with special visitation front 6
to 8 p.m.
Friends may call at the church at
Como alter 10 a.m. Wednesday.
Mr. Wilkins, 70, of 205 L.P.

Mr. White. 81. died Monday at
his home at South Fulton. Tenn. He
Was retired from Marine Oil Co..
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All pass
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Ralph B.
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Sun i‘ors are her parents. Sam
and Ruth Watkins Muskgrow, Murray, three sisters, Mrs. Gail
McClure, Dtroit, Mich.. Mrs.
Renee Chapman, Milwaukee. Wis.,
and Miss Erica Muskgrow, Murray:
one brother. Keith Muskgrow,
Murray. three aunts, four nieces,
five nephews. four great-nieces and
soeral oiusins
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fluorocarbon resins

•Reg U.S Pet. Office for Du Pont's
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